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Minutes of
Alpha Pi Boule
May 11, 2000


Activities for the evening began with dinner provided by hosts Archons Rodney Hood and John
Houston and presentations by Dr. Juel Moore, Principal of Oak Park Elementary School and
Archon Rodney Hood.


Dr. Moore presented additional information about the "TAP' partnership program at Oak Park.
She provided an overview of the development of the partnership; tips for making initial parent
contacts, talking to the students, and involvement activities with assigned students. She them
provided a review of the mentor handbooks and distributed them to the Archons paired with
students to date. At the completion of Dr. Moore's presentation, Archon Steppe provided helpful
follow up comments and distributed a community resource packet.


Archon Hood, President-elect of the National Medical Association, (NMA) provided an
interesting video presentation entitled 'The Relationship Between African American Health and
Racism." The presentation provided documented evidence of the origins of humanity,
civilization, modern medicine and intelligence evolved from Africa. However, these origins
were denied by early Europeans. Europeans claimed credit for the majority of the African
medical accomplishments and numerous other educational and cultural achievements developed
early Africans.


The early Greeks, in particular, determined non-white people to be inferior to whites and wen to
great to justify their racist attitudes. These attitudes eventually found their way to America and
were used to justify enslaving Africans. And in part, are responsible for African Americans
having the worst health care, health status and health outcomes of any racial or ethnic group in
the United States.


The life expectancy for African American males in 1900 was 32.5 years as compared to 48.2
years for white males. In 1996 the figures increased to 66.1 years for African Americans and
73.8 years for white Americans. The African American death rate from heart disease exceeded
the general population rate by 40% and the death rate for cancer exceeds by 35%. Hypertension
exceeded the general rate by 35% and Diabetes by 70%. A lengthy question/answer period
followed the presentation.


The National Medical Association wascreated in 1895 in Atlanta, Georgia, primarily to counter
the health deficit of Black people. The passage of the 1965 civil rights legislation also aided in
reducing the health deficit. It created an era which gave access to health care to all patients
regardless ofrace. African America health care improved greatly between 1965 and 1975;
however, a downturn became noticeable in 1980.


The business meeting was called to order at 8:25 pm. Due to the lateness of the evening, the Sire
Archon dispensed the plarmed agenda and requested that only the report of the Theasuristes, a
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Gold Coast Classic Tailgate Party
November 13'" 1999 Qua/comm Stadium


Grambling University Vs


Winston Salem State University


.. Cost $35.00 (TICKETS $25/TAILGATE PARTY $10 PER ADULT)
Time 12:30PM


3:00PM


Tailgate Party


Game


Reservations and checks to Larry Sadler by
the next meeting September gfh 1999. It is .
important to meet this deadline to assure our
seats will be together. For further information:


Contact: Archon Hatcher 619-715-2642


619-296~1199Archon Kelley


..YOUTH 12 YEARS OLD AND YOUNGER (TICKET $25 / TAILGATE $5.00)








September 21, 2000• Minutes of
Alpha Pi Boule Meeting


The meeting was held at the Neighborhood House Association 5660 Copley Drive, San
Diego, California 92111. It was hosted by Archons Leon Kelley and William Jones.


PRESENT: Archons Walter Porter, John Houston, Gene Moore, W. Harold Tuck,
William Jones, Graham Lynch, Theodore Thomas, Gordon Montgomery, Victor
Crawford, Larry Sadler, Jesse Bass, David Wynn, Leon Williams, George W. Smith,
John Johnson, Norman Chambers, William Chapman, Cecil Steppe, Joe Littlejohn,
Marion McCord, Squire Clemons, Dwight Malone, Napoleon Jones, Robert Countryman,
Robert McNeely, Joseph Kinard, Rufus Dewitt, and Leon Kelley.


•


Following an excellent buffet meal, Archon Leon Kelley introduced Archons George
Walker Smith and John Johnson as speakers for the evening. They described the
formation of Alpha Pi Boule.
Alpha Pi Boule was chartered May 8, 1965 in San Diego, California. Charter Officers
were:
Sirearchon- President: J. Kimbrough DDS
Grammateus- Secretary: John Johnson
Thesaristis- Treasurer: George Walker Smith
Leading Archon- Agogos: Edward Maddox
Lecturing Archon- Rhetoricus: Harold Howland
Other original members were Edward Singleton, Henry Lennette, Earl Gilliam and
Donald Carey.


The original idea of forming a Subordinate Boule was most likely due to the efforts of
Jack Kimbrough who had contact with Boule members in Los Angeles, California. Kelly
Williams, Executive Director of Golden State Insurance Company, came to San Diego on
a number of occasions to instruct the group in how to present themselves and how to take
in new members. Ten members were needed to start a group. They ultimately enlisted Dr.
J. Eamest Wilkins, Jr. who was stationed in Del Mar to round out the group. At the time
there were about 850 members nation wide. One person could "black ball" the inclusion
of anyone into the group. Occasionally, 20-25 names would be circulated for admission
to other Boules. Only about nine would be approved.
The group was primarily a social one. Each Archon hosted a meeting in his home where
he would lecture the group on a topic that was not in his field of expertise! The dress for
meetings and all gatherings was tuxedo. Dr. Kimbrough, who led the first sit-in in San
Diego, became very upset with John Johnson when he brought in outside experts for
presentations .
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He would not speak to him whenever they played golf together. John Johnson was
Deputy City Manager at the time and George Walker Smith was a young minister who
was also on the San Diego City School Board. Johnson stated that J. Ernest Wilkins of
Chicago served as a "gatekeeper" at that time. Chicago and New York City Sub Boule's
were the leading groups that set the tone for the country. John feels that being a member
broadened his horizons. They became leaders and mentors. He closed by challenging all
Boule members to use their economic power to advance the self-sufficiency of
underrepresented San Diegans.


Sire Archon John Houston called the official meeting to order at 8:20 pm. The minutes of
the previous meeting were approved.


Grammateus Report: Not available


Thesauristes Report: Thesauristes Archon Larry Sadler gave an abbreviated report. The
adjusted balance as of 09/21/2000 was $11,405.8I.lt was moved and seconded to accept
the report.


Agogos Report: Archon Harold Tuck reported that Archons Harold Lewis and Joe
Littlejohn are to host the next meeting on October 12, 2000 to be followed by Archons
Graham Lynch and Dwight Malone on November 9, 2000.


Grapter's Report: Archon Dwight Malone reported that articles have been submitted to
the Journal for publication. There was some discussion about the Journal requirement of
professional type photographs. It was suggested by Archon Malone that we consider
having 8x 10 photos of each Archon taken during one of our social events so that they will
be readily available when needed for Journal articles.


COMMITTEE REPORTS:


Social Action Committee: Archon Cecil Steppe stated that the Boule Picnic held at
Crown Pointe on September 9, 2000 was a success. A number of the Oak Park students
and their mothers were present. He noted that the mothers are well motivated and had
made useful suggestions. He distributed a list of students and their mentors. Archon
Steppe noted that a number of the students are no longer at Oak Park and reminded us
that we have made a commitment to follow these students until they finish High School
or until they are out of the Q1 or Q2 percentile. A number of Archons spoke of their
encounters with their students. Archon Porter suggested purchasing a ticket to the Gold
Coast Classic for your student. A meeting of Archons to discuss their progress with their
student and family is being considered.
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•
2003 Regional Planning Committee: Archon Robert Countryman reported on the
progress of the committee. The Coronado Island Marriott Resort has been selected by the
committee as the venue for October 9-14, 2003. He is currently in contract negotiations
with them.


Regional Sire Archon Elect Squire Clemons noted that the Las Vegas subordinate Boule
will be sponsoring the 200 I Regional Convention at the Bellagio Hotel and Casino in Las
Vegas. They are concerned about attendance and request that each subordinate Boule in
the region send a representative to their meetings. They would like to come to one of our
meetings to make a presentation. Archon Kelley recommended that they consider coming
to our Christmas or Valentine's party.


ANNOUNCEMENTS:


•
Archon John Johnson is retiring as President of San Diego Urban League.
Archon Hackley Woodford was given a 25 year recognition award.
Archon William Jones was appointed Chairman of The Board of Federal Reserve 12th
District.
Archon Norris Charles has been designated Moorehouse Alumni of the Year.
Archon Rodney Hood has been elected President of the National Medical Society.


Archon David Wynn gave an excellent summary of the Grand Boule Convention.


There are about 1200 registered participants. The keynote speaker was Rodney Slater,
head of the Dept of Transportation. Archons were also addressed by Walter Mondale.
There was a Sports Legend Luncheon while the ladies were at their own luncheon.
Participants included Justice Allan Page, Kerbie Puckett and Irv Cross.
Interesting points:


Grapters: It appears that Khephra Burns will only be accepting professionally
done pictures. He prefers 8X10 pictures stating that they can
always be scaled down by the editors. (We might want to consider having


individual portraits done at one of our affairs).
Granunateus: They are stressing getting forms in on time. Greater use of


the Website is recommended. Death notices should be submitted
promptly via email. Current addresses of Archousai of deceased
Archons are required as they will continue to receive copies of the
Journal and will be invited to the Grand Boule. The average age of
a Boule member is 61.9. They are stressing bringing in younger


members .


• New membership cards have been issued.
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The meeting was adjourned at 10: 10 pm.


Repectfully Submitted,


William T. Chapman, MD
Sire Archon Elect
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April 8, 1999
Archons in attendance: Clemons, Covington, Crawford, DeWitt, Hatcher, Houston, Kinard, Moore, Porter,
Sadler, Saunders, Thomas, Tuck, Waymon, L. Williams and Wynn.


The meeting was called to order by Sire Archon John Houston at 7:30pm. The meeting was hosted by
Archons Tuck & Waymon. Archon Tuck discussed two upcoming important activities that will impact the
community. The two events discussed were Proposition 10 and the Tobacco Settlement monies. These
two events occurred in 1998. A master settlement agreement between eight attorney generals and four
tobacco companies was completed (Tobacco Settlement). This event is expected to provide $945 million
to the County of San Diego over the next 25 years. There is no restriction on the funds however, in
February 1999, the County Board of Supervisors voted to have the funds spent on health related activities.
The second event Children and Families First Initiative (Proposition 10) imposes a fifty-cent tax on
tobacco products. Prop 10 is expected to generate up to $40 million annually for locai programs that
promote, support and improve the early 'development of children from prenatal to five years of age.
Archon Tuck urge to Archons to take a leadership role in deciding how these monies get expended.
Archons Kinard and L. Wiiliams volunteered to assist Archon Tuck in high level discussions and possibly
writing a position paper for the Boule regarding these events.


•
Financial report given by Archon Sadler the adjusted balance is $:\2.,<480.70. Archon Sadler passed out
the current membership roster. The Grapters sent the induction ceremony and Christmas dance pictures
to the journal. Archon Wynn reviewed the membership procedures and handed out membership
applications. All applications for prospective members must be turned in by the summer break. Sire
Archon Houston advised the group that the Social Action committee would begin working on the
suggestions made by the Archons during the retreat and the special planning meeting. Archon Moore
suggested we consider adopting a buddy system that would consist of Archons pairing up and reminding
each other of meetings and other important events.
The Christmas dance will be 12/18/99, at the Riverwalk Golf Club County Club. The New Year's Eve party
will be at the Mission Valley Raddison.
The Executive Committee meets the 4th Tuesday of the month at the Neighborhood House all Archons
are invited.
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To bring together all segments of the African American community, parents,
educators, students, organizations, businesses, city officials and concerned
groups in a united effort to show their commitment to African American


~ student achievement and to exercise their will through political involvement
/"> and social action.


'.


United Front
For the Education of African American Children


Recommendations, concerns & questions
to the San Diego Unified School District's


"Blueprint for Student Success"


March 14, 2000


United Front Mission Statement


Support For The Blueprint For Student Success
The United Front supports the overall concept of the "Blueprint For Student
Success" plan. However, there are major concerns.and questions (see
attached) that must be addressed.


Expectations
I. That the evalution/monitoring/accountability component be strengthened;


2. That there is no adverse budgetary impact on schools who have
documented their success in educating African American and other
disadvantaged children;


3. That Counselor and Nurse support for our students is not reduced but
increased;


4. That positive social and emotional support for and development of our
children is made a priority one throughout this process;







, United Front Recommendations
"Blueprint for Success
March 14,2000
Page 2
5. That a "watch dog" group (parents, students, teachers, community and
business) have POWER, access to data, resources and paid personnel to •
oversee the implementation of the Blueprint For Student Success and that
this "watchdog" group be independent;


6. That it has a reporting function directly to the Superintendent, President
of the School Board and the African American community;


7. That the United Front plays a major role in such a group or be the group
that does the "watching" for the African American Community.


KEY AREAS OF FOCUS FOR THE UNITED FRONI.i.


Closing The Achievement Gap


Staff Development •Parent & Student Involvement


Leadership


Accountability


Social & Emotional Development & Support of Our Children


Budgetary Impact


Paid and Independent "Watchdog" Group
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United Front Recommendations
"Blueprint for Success
March 14,2000
Page 3


United Front -- LIKES
"Blueprint for Student Success"


March 14,2000


1. Thatfinally the District is focusing on raising the achievement level of
under-performing students. We believe this to be positive attention;


2. That the money is being strategically targeted to provide support systems
for under-achieving students;


3. That it is a strong stance for CHANGE (and a MOVE from the status
quo), a move from an outdated agricultural-based educational system
model to an information/technology-based model;


4. That ending social promotion called for a bold, aggressive and
comprehensive approach;


5. That it is courageous -- we can support the thrust of it;


6. That it is a vehicle to achieve what we need for the achievement of our
children;


7. That there is increased accountability of parents and students;


8. That it represents the beginning push to hold teachers accountable for
their performance;


9. The "Learning Contract" concept;


10. That it identifies a formalized program to increase parental involvement;


11. That clas~ size reduction is one of the strategies;


12. The powerful concept of "Focus Schools", and the increased attention
such schools would receive « instead of just ignoring under-achieving
students;
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" United Front Recommendations
"Blueprint for Success
March 14,2000
Page 4


13. The "more time on task" concept -- extended day, week, year and school
career;


14. The reinvestment back into teachers and principals -- staff development,
mentoring and other support -- teachers are a prime commodity for our
children;


15. That the underlying assumption is that all children can learn, regardless
of their social economic status;


16. That the focus is on reading and math, which is tied to the new economy;


17. That there are financial incentives for schools that perform;


18. The early intervention strategy;


19. That it has generated a lot of dialogue/debate among the key
stakeholders -- parents, teachers, teacher aides, students, business,
African American community, School Board members, etc.;


20. It is a two-tier approach -- builds learning capacities at the early stages
and intervenes at the latter stages; .


21. It calls for some of the intervention strategies outlined in the United
Front document (i.e., closing the achievement gap, specific curriculum,
identifying leadership and accountability).
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United Front Recommendations
"Blueprint for Success
March 14, 2000
Page 5


United Front QUESTIONS & CONCERNS
"Blueprint for Student Success"


1. How will the Institute ensure that the curriculum delivered to students in
the literacy/math black and genre courses:
• are academically and technologically rigorous enough to meet State


standards;
• would adequately prep students to pass standardized tests and fulfill


the UC System entrance requirements;
• are sensitive to diverse cultures and learning styles;
• would engage, motivate and empower students to take ownership for


their personal growth and learning; and would equip students to lead
productive and fulfilling lives in our 21st century in a globalized
society?


2. Where can one review the curriculum?


3. Where can one access the research studies upon which the "Blueprint" is
based?


4. Can the proposed curriculum and referenced research studies be placed
on the Web?


5. How will the implementation of the "Blueprint" impact the "Balboa" and
"Old Town" programs?


6. How will the implementation of the "Blueprint" impact school sites that
have reading/literacy programs that are working? Will the Institute
reallocate their money to support the "Blueprint" instead?


7. Will the budget implications for each site be identified by the March 14
th


"Blueprint" presentation?


8. Has the Institute investigated other possible revenue sources to
implement the "Blueprint" and/or other Institute programs? How will the
Institute ensure that all resources (teachers, nurses, counselors, aides,
etc.)?







• United Front Recommendations
"Blueprint for Success
March 14,2000
Page 6


9. Given the potential for negative labeling and the intense, increased
teaching demands and scrutiny, how will the Institute attract and retain
the "best teachers" (those teachers who can deliver the above
curriculum) to the schools and students that need them most?


10. How will the Institute market the "enriched learning times" and "focus
schools", such that the impact of being labeled as "less than" or "more
than" is minimized for students, staff, teachers and parents?


11. What will the Institute do if a significantly large number of Q l-Q2
students choose to drop out as a result of implementing the "Blueprint"?
(Increased drop-outs may occur because a student may feel like a failure,
may need to work and may be unable to take advantage of "enriched
learning experiences" [after school, summer school, a Slh year of high
school, etc.])?


12. How will the Institute ensure that students are properly identified and
placed in the literacy blocks and genre courses?


• One can assume that a high percentage of the students identified as
QI-Q2 students have learning, physical or emotional disabilities.


• Given the possible reduction of counselors and nurses at school
sites, and the increased need for such services at high poverty
schools, what early intervention strategies will the Institute employ
to ensure the proper identification and placement of these students?


• What mechanisms are in place to ensure that parents are notified
early and are engaged in the process?


• Will parents have an opportunity to "opt" their child out of the
literacy blocks and genre courses? Why or why not? What will
this appeal process look like?


13. How will the Institute ensure that students placed in the literacy blocks
and genre courses have a way out?


• When will the assessments and reassignment take place -- yearly?
Mid-year?


• How will the Institute ensure that students are being properly
monitored and moved when their achievement levels improve?
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United Front Recommendations
"Blueprint for Success
March 14,2000
Page?


14. How will the Institute counter the current notion among some teachers
that staff development is a waste of time? More importantly, how will
the Institute ensure that the staff development plan and university prep
programs for teachers and administrators are high quality, comprehensive
and relevant enough such that teachers will be motivated and qualified to
deliver the suggested teaching strategies?


15. Given the State's requirement that teachers have the final say in the
retention of students, how will the Institute ensure that the appeals
process is equitable, fair and just?


16. Since this plan is highly dependent on highly qualified teachers, how
will the Institute ensure that classrooms are staffed by quality teachers?
• More specifically, what will happen if teachers don't, can't or
won't deliver the "high quality" instruction that the plan outlines?


• How wiII the Institute hold teachers accountable in the "Blueprint"
process?


17. How wiII the Institute ensure the increased involvement of African
American parents in the education of their children at focus and non-
focus schools? What reporting and outreach efforts can be expected from
teachers, principals, the Institute, etc.?


18. What will happen to students with no support at home?
• What role will social service organizations assume?
• How will they partner with schools sites/the District to provide
possible services to these students and/or their families?


19. How will the Institute interface with the Community College District
and the DC System to monitor the status of recent high school graduates
and/or inform itself about the success/shortcomings of the "Blueprint"?
. Is it the intent of the Institute to create a seamless educational system
Pre-K through University?
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20. There is a perception that parents, students and teachers did not have an
opportunity to provide input into the development of the "Blueprint".


• It appears to some that the approval of the plan is a "done deal--
that it's top down decision-making as usual" and that it will be
"rubber stamped" without much thought to the details.


• More importantly key stakeholders feel as if their perspective is
not respected or valued by the Institute.


• What strategies will the Institute employ to ensure that all
stakeholders are well-informed about key issues and that there is a
mechanism for them to provide input?


21. How will the Institute evaluate, monitor, track, revise and re-implement
possible changes to the "Blueprint"?


• What do the success benchmarks look like?
• How will the Institute keep parents, teachers, students and the


community informed on the status of "Blueprint" programs? .'
• How will these key stakeholders provide input and/or suggest '"


needed changes to the "Blueprint'?
• Who will stakeholders call if issues arise?


3/13/00-7o.m.
United Fronl Recommendations, Likes, Questions & 'Concerns
March 2000








MAY 13, 1999•
MINUTES OF


ALPHA PI BOULE'


The meeting was held at Neighborhood House Association 5660 Copley Drive, San
Diego, California 92111. It was by Archons Leon Williams and Matthew Williams.


PRESENT: Archons Cecil Steppe, Walter Porter, Joe Outlaw, Leon Williams, John
Houston, Hackley Woodford, Squire Clemons, John Delotch, Napoleon Jones, Gene
Moore, James Hatcher, Joe Littlejohn, Bob Countryman, William Chapman, Wilbur
Shade, David Wynn, Dwight Malone, Guy Curtis, Joseph Kinard, Laz Saunders, Carrol
Waymon, Robert Gillespie, Larry Sadler, Bob Covington, and Howard Carey.


Following an excellent buffet meal of Mexican cuisine the guest speaker George
Mitrovich was introduced to the group. Before Mr. Mitrovich made his presentation Sire
Archon Houston asked each Archon to introduce himself so the guest speaker would have
an idea to whom he was speaking. After the introductions of each Archon the host,
Archon Leon Williams introduced George Mitrovich. Mr. Mitrovich chose as a topic
"Can we afford not to do all you can to improve society." He gave a very challenging
speech to the Archons in terms of asking them to help make a difference in our society.


He indicated that we all have "our moment in time" and that we should use those
moments wisely. He indicated that one is noted not necessarily for what they do on an
ongoing professional basis, in other words, the job that you are paid to do, but rather
what one does that is above and beyond the call of duty. He indicated that we all can
make a difference in our society and that we should be about doing that. He noted that
we should be about effecting change, making a difference and improving the quality of
life in the society in which we live. He further challenged the group to be all that we
could be and be a positive influence in our community. He thanked the.Archons for all
that we are and for all that we do and who we are. There was a brief question and
answer period after which that portion of the meeting was concluded.


Sire Archon John Houston called the official meeting to order at 8:25 pm. First on the
agenda was a call for the minutes from the last meeting which all persons had indicated
that they had received in the mailing. There was a correction to the minutes which
indicated that the reference made to the New Year Eve's Party was a separate event
sponsored by a local group and not part of the Boule' celebration. Following the
correction of the minutes, it was moved, seconded and carried to approve the minutes of
the last meeting. Archon Carey, the Grarnmateus indicated that he had received one
piece of correspondence from Archon Robert Countryman which requested support for
the program that the Boule' had supported in the past. Archon Carey indicated that this
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issued was addressed in the Executive Committee and appropriate action was taken to
support this thrust.


Archon Larry Sadler gave the Thesauristes report, which indicated that as of May 11,
1999, we had an adjusted balance of$12,533.07. After some discussion of the report it
was moved, seconded and carried to approve the Thesauristes report.


In the absence of Agogos, Archon Tuck, Sire Archon Houston reported that a schedule is
being developed for hosting meetings for the coming year. Archons are expected to
adhere to the schedule and if one is unable to host a meeting on his scheduled time the
Archon is responsible for getting a replacement.


The Grapter report was given by Archons Woodford and Malone. Archon Woodford
pointed out that he had detected and error in an article in the Journal on page 56, which
misidentified Archon Massey in a picture: Itwas also pointed out by the Grapters that we
are in need of articles about individual Archons and they will be calling each Archon in
the near future to obtain such information. Information can be submitted to Archon
Malone at anytime.


Sire Archon Houston also commended Archons Malone and Woodford for the excellent
article that appeared in the latest edition of the Journal regarding our Christmas Party. It
was also suggested that professional summaries be submitted to the Grapters in order to
have information on hand regarding each Boule' member in the event that articles about
them are to be produced.


Archon Moore, the Rhetoricos deferred to Archon Hackey Woodford for a brief
orientation with regard to the history and background of the Boule'. Archon Moore
indicated that routinely at each meeting we would set aside approximately five minutes as
orientation and background material in order to bring, particularly, new Archons up to
date on relevant information regarding the Boule'. Archon Woodford gave an overall
background of the formation of the Boule' naming its founders and giving a brief history
on each. He also discussed the dress code and how it evolved and also stated the Boule'
which was founded on May IS, 1904 will be celebrating its 95th birthday in a couple of
days.


COMMITTEE REPORTS:


Archon David Wynn, Chairman of the Membership Committee stated that applications
had been passed out at the last meeting and he was awaiting the return of completed
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forms for potential new inductees. He gave a timetable for the induction process and an
overall view of what the process would entail.


SOCIAL ACTION COMMITTEE:


Archon Jim Hatcher reported that the picnic is now scheduled for July 17, 1999 at the
same place on Mission Bay as it was last year. He indicated that the Phoenix Boule'
members would be in town from July 15th tbru 18th and that the 17th was an appropriate
time to hold the picnic. That evening the Phoenix Boule' will host a dinner and/or a
reception for members of Alpha Pi at a time and place to be announced at a later date.
The Christmas party is scheduled for December 3,1999 at the Mission Valley Hilton at
the cost of $75 per person.


•
The Social Action Committee report is attached. Itwas stressed that the Social Action
Committee is open to all members to participate and that the listed committee members
on the document form the core make-up of each of the committees and/or subcommittees
but it is envisioned that all members of the Boule' will participated in some fashion in the
social action strategy.


Archon Squire Clemmons reported that the regional conference is scheduled for October
8, 1999 in Maui, Hawaii. He indicated that to date, only four or five members from
Alpha Pi had registered and he encouraged each member to seriously consider attending
this meeting.


Sire Archon Houston thanked Archon Malone for drafting a new letterhead piece of
stationary. He asked each member to review the document for any additions or
corrections.


Archon Moore introduced the Boule' "Buddy System". This strategy is to pair members
with each other who live in the same areas in order to promote fellowship and increase
attendance at meetings. A list was given to each Archon.


Archon Chapman indicated that he is attempting to construct an historical record of all
past officers of the Boule'. He asked each Archon to search through their old records and
provide him with information.


Itwas noted that Harold Brown was honored by the Boys & Girls Club of San Diego. It
was also noted that Archon Butcher will be honored as Father of the Year.
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Itwas agreed that a letter would be sent to the Port Commission on behalf of Archon
Harold Lewis who is proposing to build a hotel on Harbor Island.


Itwas noted that Archons Ragsdale, Phil Smith and Dewitt are all improving from their
recent illnesses.


Archon Waymon announced that the Human Relations Commission is sponsoring a
seminar on June 10, 1999 at Neighborhood House entitled "A New Civil Rights Vision."
Archon Waymon is the keynote speaker and encouraged all to attend.


There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 9:30 pm.


Respectfully Submitted,


Howard H. Carey, Ph.D.
Grarnmateus
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SOCIAL ACTION COMMITTEE


Neighborhood House
5660 Copley drive


Tuesday, may 11,1999
6:45pm


Archons in attendance:
Clemons, Delotch, Hatcher, Houston, N. Jones, Moore
Porter, Steppe


Established committees and Subcommittees


1. Community Service, Support and Uaison committee.
Chair Archon moore Archon Porter Archon Kelley


2. Development Committee.
Chair Archon Steppe Archon Hatcher Archon N. Jones Archon Saunders
Archon Tuck Chair of each Subcommittee


Subcommittees of Development Committee.


a) Finance and Fund Raising Subcommittee.
Chair Archon Outlaw Archon Charles Archon Clemons
Archon Moore Archon Thigpen


b) Mapping and Assessment Subcommittee.
Chair Archon N. Jones Archon Hatcher Archon Moore
Archon Steppe Archon Tuck


c) Political Empowerment Subcommittee.·
Chair Archon Uttlejohn Archon Clemons Archon Wm Jones
Archon Steppe Archon L. William


Committees will meet prior to 7/13/99 to develop their mission statement, review
current programs for inclusion and propose first year program.


7/13/99 summer meeting of Social Action Committee ( Neighborhood house)
review proposals. Draft proposal for Social Action Program for 199912000 .
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BUDDY SYSTEM


1. LARRY SADLER DAVID WYNN


2. WALTER PORTER HAROLD BROWN


3. CECIL STEPPE NORMAN CHAMBERS


4. HOWARD CAREY MATTHEW WILLIAMS


5. GENE MOORE NORRIS CHARLES


6. ROBERT COVINGTON THEODORE THOMAS


• 7. RICHARD BUTCHER DAVID LLOYD


8. RODNEY HOOD VICTOR CRAWFORD


9. SQUIRE CLEMONS JULIUS SMITH JR.


10. WILLIAM CHAPMAN GORDON MONTGOMERY


11. ROBERT COUNTRYMAN - JAMES HATCHER


HERBERT MARTIN12. JOHN DELOTCH


13. GUY CURTIS JAMES FLOYD


14. RUFUS DEWITT HARTWELL RAGSDALE


15=ROBERT GILLESPIE HAROLD LEWIS


16. JOHN HOUSTON NAPOLEON JONES


• 17. WILLIAM JONES CARROL WAYMON


18. L. CHARLES PERRY LASERIK SAUNDER


.,
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BOULE' BUDDY SYSTEM CONT.


19. NOBLE SHADE GRAHAM LYNCH


20. JOSEPH KINARD ROBERT MCNEELY.


21. EDWARD MEADOWS GEORGE SMITH


22. G. DWIGHT MALONE HAROLD TUCK


23. JOE LITTLEJOHN MARION MCCORD


24. JOE OUTLAW HACKLEY WOODFORD


26. LEON WILLIAMS LEON KELLEY


26. ROBERT ROSS WILLIE THIGPEN


27. HAROLD RUCKER EARL GILLIAM


• PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOUR BUDDY IS INFORMED ABOUT ALL MEETINGS AND
THAT THEY HAVE TRANSPORTATION TO MAKE IT TO THE MEETING •


•
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ALPHA PI BOULE'
June 10,1999


General Business Agenda


I. Minutes


II. Reports


Grammateus (Carey)


Thesauristes (Sadler)


Agogos (Tuck)


Grapters (MalonelWoodford)


Rhetoricus ( Moore)


III. Committee Reports


Membership (Wynn)


Social (Hatcher)


Social Action (Delotch)


Regional Representative (Clemons)


IV. Regional Boule


V. Old Business


VI. New Business


VII. Announcements
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JUNE 10, 1999


-~
MINUTES OF


ALPHA PI BOULE'-
The meeting was held at Neighborhood House Association 5660 Copley Drive, San
Diego, California 9211 L The hosts for the meeting were Archons Hackley Woodford
and David Wynn.


PRESENT: Archons Hackley Woodford, Archousai Mary Woodford, David Wynn,
Archousai Peaches Wynn, Marion McCord, James Hatcher, Joe Littlejohn, Phil Smith,
Harold Tuck, James Kinard, Victor Crawford, Norris Charles, John Delotch, Cecil
Steppe, John Houston, Guy Curtis, Walter Porter, Graham Lynch, Gene Moore, Leon
Kelley, Robert Gillespie, Laz Saunders, Carrol Waymon, Joe Outlaw, Willie Thigpin,
Ted Thomas, Bob Covington, Richard Butcher, Heb Martin, Squire Clemons and Howard
Carey.


Following an extensive social hour we were treated to a delicious meal catered by Rick
Hackley. The invocation for the meal was given by Archon Cecil Steppe. The program
for the evening was a presentation by Archons Guy Curtis and Robert Gillespie regarding
cardiology and "Our Heart".


Archons Curtis and Gillespie were introduced by Archon Hackley Woodford who
indicated that both were Cardiologist with Archon Curtis practicing at Scripps Clinic and
Archon Gillespie at Sharp. They both discussed the broad subject of cardiology and heart
disease and prevention. Archon Curtis gave a very comprehensive overview of the
cardiovascular system and indicated that heart disease is the single greatest health
problem in this country today. It is the leading cause of death with about 500,000 being
attributed to heart disease annually. It is also the leading cause of death among women.
He gave a very comprehensive description of the total cardiovascular system pointing out
the various and intricate functions of the heart and related systems.


Following Archon Curtis presentation Archon Gillespie discussed the whole issue of
heart disease, how to prevent heart attacks and certain steps that we can take to lessen our
chances of having heart diseases. He pointed out that some of the leading causes had to
do with high cholesterol, diets, high blood pressure, diabetes, tobacco, etc. He stated
that diagnosis are made through stress testing, obvious chest pains and other symptoms.
He noted that some of the procedures that are used to treat various forms of heart disease
include heart bypass surgery and the like. Finally, he pointed out that while there have
been a lot of advances made in the treatment of high blood pressure, etc. and other causes
of heart disease, education is still needed in order that people can take preventive steps in
that direction. There was a very extension question and answer period in which all
Archons were immensely engaged. The total presentation and question and answer
period was most educational and informative. Archons Curtis and Gillespie were given a
loud round of applause for their presentation.
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• COMMITTEE REPORTS:


Sire Archon John Houston, after a brief break, called the business meeting to order at
9:15 p.m. The minutes of the last meeting were approved as mailed. Grammateus
Archon Howard Carey indicated that he had received two pieces of correspondence from
the national office, one contained the membership cards and receipts for Archons
contributions to the Boule' Foundation, these items were included in the mailing for this
meeting. He also indicated that he had received a roster from the national office
delineating those who were financial, those who were inactive, as well as those who were
delinquent. Sire Archon Houston mentioned that he had received a letter ofthanks for
our contribution to the African American Achievement program. He also mentioned that
a letter of appreciation had been received from his son, who was a Links achiever for our
contribution towards his scholarship endeavors.


In the absence of Archon Larry Sadler the Theasauristes Archon Carey indicated that
Archon Sadler had provided him with a report which points out that we have an adjusted
balance of$10,898.67, as of June 7, 1999 .


The question of the" buddy system" was raised and the importance of implementing this
system was stressed. Itwas indicated that the whole purpose of the "buddy system" was
to have Archons who generally live in the same geographic area as others to interact with
them with regard to encouraging them to participate, come to meetings and even share in
transportation if appropriate.
SOCIAL ACTION COMMITTEE
Archon James Hatcher gave the report of the Social committee which indicated that the
members of the Boule' from Phoenix will be visiting in San Diego July 16-18, 1999, and
we are encourage to participate with them in a couple of events. On Saturday, July 17th


Archon David Wynn, reported that he had received two membership application thus far
and would welcome other applications and nominations from the membership. He
pointed out that the Executive committee has had some extensive discussion regarding
the whole issue of membership and had raised some issues that would be dealt with in the
coming weeks. These issues had to do with criteria for submitting names, the size of the
local Boule' and how we would go about taking in new members. These were issues that
were raised at our Executive Committee meeting and they are also issues that had been
raised nationally regarding the whole matter of membership in the Boule'. Sire Archon
Houston stressed the fact that the issues that were raised in no way reflect on the quality
of the individuals who have been inducted over the last five years but rather it is a
national issue and we should be receptive to at least discussing them.
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we will host a picnic at which time the Phoenix group will be invited, it will be held at
Mission Bay park in the same place that it was held last year. On the evening of the July
17th the Phoenix Boule' will be hosting a dinner dance at La Costa Resort and Archons
are invited to attend, the fee will be $50 per person or $100 per couple. A list was passed
out for Archons to indicate their desire to attend either of the events and this will be
conununicated to the Phoenix Boule' by Archon Hatcher.


Archon John Delotch gave his social action conunittee report and stated that the various
sub committees have been formed, chairs have been selected and that meetings will occur
during the sununer with reports due back to the full conunittee in the fall. He encouraged
each member of the Boule' to participate in one or more of the various sub conunittees as
outlined. Sign up sheets, again, were passed around for Archons to indicate their areas of
interest and expertise.


Archon Squire Clenunons reported that the regional meeting will be held in Maui,
Hawaii, October 7-10,1999, and encouraged all members to attend. He also indicated
that the regular regional meeting will held Saturday, June 12th in Las Vegas and this will
be a time where preparation will be made for the transition of the Regional office to the
Las Vegas chapter which will reign for the next two years.


Sire Archon Houston heartily welcomed back Archon Phil Smith who has been away ill
for some time and Archon Smith stated that he was very happy to be back and happy to
be among the living. Archon Butcher pointed out that the there will be prostrate cancer
screening at the Tubman-Chavez center on June 26th and urged Archons to encourage
people whom they know to take advantage of this screening process.


Archon Carrol Waymon mentioned that the national summit on Africa will be held soon
and that a meeting will be held here in San Diego which will filter information back to a
larger group that will be meeting with the President in Washington. Sire Archon Houston
emphasized that issues that have implication for social action should be put in written
form and addressed to the social action committee in order that they may be dealt with
effectively. Archon Carey stated that the presentation for the evening was very
substantial and that this is the type of presentations that, perhaps, should be made by
other Archons in the Boule'. He indicated that we have a wealth of talent in our Boule'
and that we should encourage them to make the same type of presentation as Archon
Curtis and Gillespie had made for the evening.


There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 10:00 p.m.


Respectfully Submitted,


Howard H. Carey, Ph.D.
Granunateus
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ALPHA PI BOULE


Agenda


March 09, 2000
I


Minutes


Roll Call Officers


Grammateus (Carey)


Thesauristes (Sadler)


Agogos (Tuck)


Grapters (MalonelWoodford)


Rhetoricus (Moore)


Committee Reports


Membership (Wynn)


Social (Hatcher)


Social Action (Steepe)


Regional Representative (Clemons)


Retreat


Regional Boule


New Business
New Subordinate Boule


Announcements
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Boule Meeting
March 9, 2000


I. Center Overview (handout)


2. Potential Boule participation


3. Existing Boule projects for potential linkages


4. Other


NOTES:


C" _ -------.







• Minutes of


Alpha Pi Boule'


March 9, 2000


PRESENT: Archon Walter Porter, Jessie Bass, Benjamin White, Raymond Smith,
Rufus Dewitt, Marion McCord, Squire Clemons, James Hatcher, Noble Shade, Joe
Littlejohn, Ted Thomas, William Chapman, Hartwell Ragsdale, Davis Wynn, Carrol
Waymon, Howard Carey, Gene Moore, Cecil Steppe, Leon Williams, Robert McNeely,
Norman Chambers, Joe Outlaw, Victor Crawford, Harold Tuck, Robert Covington, and
John Houston,


The hosts for the evening were Archons Robert Covington and John Delotch was unable
was unable to attend because he was out oftown. The usual social hour involved
numerous conversations about the anticipated program for the evening and the guest
speaker, Alan Bersin, Superintendent of the San Diego Unified School District.


As we approached the dinner hour, Archon Rufus Dewitt gave the invocation. Following
The completion of the meal, Sire Archon Houston called the business meeting to order at
8:02 pm, He welcomed the newly initiated Archons: Jesse Bass, Benjamin White and
Raymond Smith to their first meeting. Alan Bersin was scheduled to appear for the
purpose of discussing his new plan for reforming the San Diego City Schools, which is
entitled "Blueprint for Student Success". Sire Archon Houston was contacted just prior
to 8:00 pm that Mr. Bersin was still speaking at a forum on this subject at Morse High
School and that there were numerous persons waiting in the audience to ask questions of
him. It was mutually agreed that we would proceed without his presence.


Sire Archon Houston proceeded to outline the principles of the "Blueprint" for the
Archons -. After considerable discussion among the Archons, the question was asked,
what do we as a Boule' what to do? Should we endorse or recommend it? The
consensus was that the "Plan'; would be passed at the next School Board meeting. Itwas
also mentioned that there are several community committees reviewing and analyzing the
"Plan". Some members of these committees are also Boule' members. In as much as the
Boule' does not have the manpower or the expertise to perform a review and analysis
function, we should be guided by the recommendations of these groups. Itwas agreed
that the Boule' would prepare a letter to Superintendent Bersin, indicating our interest
and concern. It would further state that we expect that following implementation, the
"Plan" will prove to be academically beneficial to the students attending San Diego
Public Schools. It should also indicate that we intend to monitor the process and that we
would like to meet with him at appropriate intervals to receive updates as to the measured
outcomes of the "Plan". This letter would be prepared and approved by the Executive
Committee.
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The Archons voted and approved the admission of the Pensacola, FL Boule' and the
listing of new Archons to that Boule'. We also voted and approved the admission of the
Gulfport, MS Boule'


Archon Chambers announced that an Africana Center for Cultural Literacy and Research
at San Diego State University was bring organized and he requested assistance and
support from Boule' members.


Archon Wally Porter announced the retirement ceremony of Archon Dr. Matt Williams at
the Southeast Presbyterian Church on Sunday, March 12'h. He indicated that he had
prepared a resolution from the Boule'.


Archon Waymon announced that a KPBS program entitled "Deadly Forces" is scheduled
for 9:00 pm April 26th• He also announced that any "throwaway" items that normally
may be given to organizations such as "Good Will" should be donated to the African
Alliance. Call him if anyone has such items and he will arrange for pick up.


Archon Sadler sent a message which was read that stated, dues are to be submitted no
later than March 31st.


Hosts for the April meeting are Archons DeWitt and Hatcher.


There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 10: 15 pm.


Respectfully submitted,


Howard H. Carey, Ph.D.
Grarnmateus.


Minutes recorded by Archon Raymond Smith
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March 9, 2000


MEETING HIGHLIGHTS


9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m,


Attendees: Rulettee Armstead (San Diego Police Department), John Arrington (United
Front), Howard H. Carey (NHA), Dr. Evangeline Castle (SDSU), Shirley Cunningham
(UCSD), Felecia Eaves (UCSD), Regina Evans (NHA), Brenda Gipson (Academic
Achievement Council), Ed Johnson (United Front), Napoleon Jones (Academic
Achievement Council), Jesse Knight (Greater San Diego Chamber of Commerce), Walter
Kudumu (CPIE), Cecil Lytle (UCSD Charter School), Jackie Manley (NAACP), Wanda
Clay Majors (SDSU), Larry Malone (SDYAC), Francine Maxwell (Parent), Jimma
McWilson (San Diego Urban League), Millie Robinson (SDSU), Dorothy Smith
(Retired, San Diego Unified), Dwight Sykes (Nubia Leadership Academy),


Judge Napoleon Jones called the meeting to order by welcoming the attendees and
reiterated the purpose of the meeting. Brenda Gipson facilitated the introductions.


Committee Sub-Groups did not provide any additional information.


Jimma MeWilson distributed the research package and encouraged all attendees to
review the information.


Brenda Gipson facilitated an in-depth discussion of the "Blueprint for Student Success in
a Standards-Based System." (Please find a summary of the discussion attached which
Ms. Gipson presented to the San Diego Unified School District Board of Education.)


The next steps for the committee entails the following:
• make presentation to San Diego Unified School District Board of Education re:
"Blueprint for Student Success in a Standards-Based System"


• continue sub-group work
• arrange for a strategic planning session within the next 30 days


Next meeting date April 13, 2000 9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. at Neighborhood House
Association's Administrative Office, Room 144 (5660 Copley Drive, San Diego, CA).


Submitted By: Regina V. Evans
03-27-00
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MINUTES OF


ALPHA PI BOULE'


MARCH 11, 1999


The meeting was held in the conference room of Neighborhood House Association
located at 5660 Copley Drive, San Diego, California 92111.


PRESENT: Archons Hackley Woodford, Joe Littlejohn, Rodney Hood, Napoleon
Jones, Carrol Waymon, Ed Meadows, Joseph Kinard, Robert McNeely, Gene Moore, Ted
Thomas, John Delotch, Laz Saunders, David Wynn, Robert Gillespie, Willie Thigpen,
Larry Sadler, Walter Porter, Jim Hatcher, Herb Martin, Bill Chapman, Graham Lynch,
Dwight Malone, Rufus DeWitt, John Houston, Marion McCord, and Howard Carey.


Following a very delicious meal Sire Archon John Houston, called the meeting to order
at 7:50 P.M., he introduced the new Archons who were recently inducted and welcomed
back Archon Napoleon Jones who had been absent for a while. He indicated that Archon
Jones was welcomed back and that he would be playing a very vital role in carrying out
our social action program. The hosts for the meeting were Archons Ted Thomas and
Willie Thigpen. The minutes for the last meeting were deferred until our next meeting.


ROLE CALL OF OFFICERS


GRAMMETUS REPORT:


Archon Howard Carey gave a report from the office of the Grammateus which indicated
that we had received correspondence from the National Office with regard to the various
reports that are to be submitted at the end of March, 1999. He indicated that he and the
Thesauristes were working on the reports and would be submitted on time. Following his
report, Sire Archon Houston asked Grammateus Carey to explain the role and function
of the Grammateus. This was done as part of an overall orientation session which was
for the benefit, particularly, of the new inductees. Archon Carey described the duties
and responsibilities of the position of Grammateus which included a recording of all of
the meetings, sending out notices to meetings, officially corresponding with the National
Office, as well as other official correspondence, working with Thesauristes to maintain
proper financial and other records and other duties as assigned by the Sire Archon.


THESAURISTES REPORT:


Archon Sadler also was asked to articulate the duties and responsibilities of the office of
Thesauristes. He indicated that the Thesauristes was in fact the Treasurer and reported on
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all monies taken in, as well as expended. He further stated that he is responsible for
assembling the budget and monitoring the budget throughout the year and making a
report to the Grand Boule', also he is responsible for making monthly reports to the
Archons, as well as a report on the progress of the budget. He indicated that the budget
is submitted in September of each year and adjustments are made as appropriate
throughout the year. He commented on the number of active Archons and some
questions arose with regard to the definition of the active and inactive status. It was
mentioned that in order to become inactive officially, a person has to submit an
appropriate request to the national office.


Archon Sadler indicated that the beginning bank balance as of 1/30/99 was 17,365.58.
The adjusted balance at the end of this reporting period was $26,476.11, as of 2/26/99.
He listed the various expenditures that had taken place and indicated that a major
expenditure will be occurring at the end of the month when the annual dues are submitted
to the national office. Also included in his report was a roster of active and paid
Archons.


AGOGOS REPORT:


The Agogos report was given by Archon Chapman, in the absence of Archon Tuck.
Archon Chapman merely outlined the basic duties of the Agogos which was tantamount
to an Operations Officer. The Agogos which is also referred to as the "Leading Archon"
is responsible for arranging the monthly meetings and keeping track of the content of
such meetings. He also presides in the absence of the Sire Archon.


GRAPTER'S REPORT:


The Grapter's report, given by Archons Woodford and Malone, both stressed the
importance of the participation of members with regard to providing them with relevant
material to be submitted to the Boule' Journal. Archon Woodford requested information
from all of the new inductees to be provided in order that he might send it to the national
office for inclusion in the next Boule' Journal. It was indicated that the Boule' Journal
serves as a vehicle to provide information to Archons throughout the nation and that in
order for us to be fully represented in the journal we must take the responsibility of
providing information. Some members stated that we should be cognizant of Archons in
the community who had provided noteworthy service or who should be recognized for a
variety of endeavors and that we should submit that information because many Archons
themselves are to modest sometimes to indicate their own achievements.
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The Rhetoricos Office was reported on by Archon Gene Moore who explained the duties
in terms of the fact that it is commonly called the lecturing Archon, which suggests
teaching, training and mentoring. Archon Moore stated that he was gathering some
historical material which will be available to new Archons for their overall background
and orientation.


With regard to committee reports, Archon Wynn, Chairman of the Membership
Committee stated that he was proceeding this year to establish a process that would lead
towards the formal induction in February of 2000. He stated that forms will be passed
out at the next meeting to be submitted by September. He went into some detail to
explain the criteria for submitting names and some ofthe points to be taken into
consideration when nominating persons for potential membership in the Boule'.


Archon Hatcher commented on the Social Committee and indicated that of high priority
was obtaining a place for the Christmas party. He explained that there are considerable
difficulties at this time because of the demand for available space this year in particular
since it is the last year in the Century. He stated that there are a number of places under
consideration and urged members to forward suggestions if appropriate. Several
members indicated that they would participate in helping to secure a place. He also
mentioned that plans are also being made for the summer picnic, which will be held at
Mission Bay Park near the Hilton Hotel.


Sire Archon Houston in the absence of Archon Clemons reported on the recent Regional
Meeting, which took place on February 20th, the morning of the date of our induction
ceremony. Archon Houston gave highlights of the meeting which included listing some
statistics with regard to overall membership in the Boule' nationally, He indicated that as
of November I, 1998, there was a total of 3,992 members in the Boule'. He delineated
the number of active as well as inactive members. He also mentioned that the 45th


Annual Grand Boule' will be held in Minneapolis, Minnesota, July 27th thru August 8,
2000. Also discussed was the idea of each subordinate Boule' making a contribution of
$1,000 to the National Boule' Foundation.


During this discussion he mentioned that the Regional Boule' is convening October 7 -
lOin Maui, Hawaii and encouraged those who were interested in attending to get their
fees in as soon as possible. He further pointed out that the Regional Officers for the
Boule' all come from the same subordinate Boule' in San Jose. Itwas pointed out that
this seems to be the culture of the Pacific Region in that this pattern had been established
over time because of the small number of Archons in the region, as well as the vast
distance that had to be traveled. Itwas easier for all members to come from one area for
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communication purposes. It is the understanding that this practice is being questioned
by the national office and some attempts will be made to make adjustments in that
process. Sire Archon Houston also discussed the dues that were paid by various Boules
throughout the region. Itwas determined that San Diego has the lowest local dues of any
of the subordinate chapters in the Pacific Region. In some instances the differences are
considerable. One ofthe factors is that our dues are based on a "pay as you go" criteria
which means that a number of the items that are included in the dues of other
subordinates Boules are not included in ours, i.e., in some subordinate Boules the costs of
all the monthly meetings are included in the dues, as well as special events, such as
Christmas Parties, etc.


Sire Archon Houston also mentioned that there was a discussion with regard to
membership and the criteria for selection among the various subordinate Boules
particularly in the Pacific Region. It appears that San Diego is far ahead of the curve, if
you will, in that we have inducted more members as a whole than most of the other
Boule's. It appears that some of the subordinate Boules are still holding to very rigid
criteria for membership based on some past history that included the ability of one person
casting a negative vote to keep a potential members out. Itwas indicated that a number
of Boules deliberately do not seek out to recruit large numbers of potential inductees each
year and their process is still based on a very exclusive criteria.


There was some discussion on the purpose of the Foundation and Archon Wynn gave
some background on the establishment of our Foundation in Alpha Pi Boule'. He
indicated that the Foundation was established for a specific purpose, i.e., the sponsoring
of a event around the Super Bowl in 1988 at which time we had hoped to make some
profits that would support our social action programs. No profit was derived from this
event and in subsequent years we continued to make contributions as a " pass through" to
provide scholarship funding for our social action program.


Sire Archon Houston gave some background on the retreat which was held on January
23'd and the follow-up meeting held on March 2, 1999. Itwas indicated that the Social
Action Committee had come up with the whole notion that the Boule' should make some
meaningful social impact in San Diego and that all members should be serious about this
objective and participate accordingly. The major focus of the social action program
surrounded the reaching out to the under-served youth in our community. Several
committees were established to carry out the mission and objectives of the Boule' and
Archons who were not present or who were not assigned to a committee were
encouraged to volunteer for a particular committee by calling the chair or any member of
the committee to participate.
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Itwas pointed out by Archon Laz Saunders that Archon Napoleon Jones had recently
been appointed by Superintendent Bersin to, the Academic Achievement panel. This is a
is a great honor for Archon Jones and our community and it was stressed that we should
use this to our advantage by providing relevant input on critical issues regarding the
achievement, particularly, of African Americans students and route this through Archon
Jones which will strengthen his position as a member of this prestigious panel.


Again, Sire Archon Houston encouraged members to attend the Regional Boule'
scheduled for October 7-10 in Maui and he stated that over the next three months
additional information will be provided and Archons will continuously be reminded and
encouraged to attend and participate.


There was several items mentioned under the category of announcements: Archon Carrol
Waymon mentioned that he had been in contact with the family of the young African
American Marine who had been injured and paralyzed as the result of an attack last year
that had serious racial overtones. He mentioned that a trust fund had been set up and
urged our Boule' and members to support this effort. He indicated that further
information would be forthcoming with regard to this issue. Itwas mentioned that
Archon Meadows and his wife are featured in a major article in the current edition of the
Reader and members were encouraged to read this article. Archon DeWitt mentioned
that he had been in contact with Archon Ragsdale who is progressing well from of his
illness he had hoped to make the meeting tonight but definitely plans to be at the next
meeting. Archon Woodford mentioned that Archon Phil Smith who has been ill is doing
much better presently. Itwas also mentioned that we should attempt to visit with Archon
Earl Gilliam and that we might consider holding a special meeting where he could
attend. Itwas suggested that members should try to visit with him. Archon Napleon
Jones indicated that he would be willing to facilitate setting up a meeting where Archon
Gilliam perhaps could be in attendance. Itwas also mentioned that Archon Rodney Hood
is running for President of the National Medical Association and is currently serving as
Chairman of the Board. Everyone wished Archon Hood well in this endeavor.


There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 9:24 P.M.


Respectfully Submitted


Howard H. Carey, Ph.D.
Granunateus
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March 5, 1999


Alpha Pi Boule
Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity
5660 Copley Drive
San Diego, CA 9211 I


Dear Fellow Archons,


I would like to extend my wannest appreciation for the opportunity to join the Grand
Boule Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity. I look forward to my association with such a prestigious
group of men and I will do everything that I can to uphold the rich tradition of those that
have been instrumental in making this organization what it is today.


Sincerely,
i


c:JAr'V
Herb Martin, Ph.D.
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The Rhetoricos Office was reported on by Archon Gene Moore who explained the duties
in terms of the fact that it is commonly called the lecturing Archon, which suggests
teaching, training and mentoring. Archon Moore stated that he was gathering some
historical material which will be available to new Archons for their overall background
and orientation.


With regard to committee reports, Archon Wynn, Chairman of the Membership
Committee stated that he was proceeding this year to establish a process that would lead
towards the formal induction in February of2000. He stated that forms will be passed
out at the next meeting to be submitted by September. He went into some detail to
explain the criteria for submitting names and some of the points to be taken into
consideration when nominating persons for potential membership in the Boule'.


•
Archon Hatcher commented on the Social Committee and indicated that of high priority
was obtaining a place for the Christmas party. He explained that there are considerable
difficulties at this time because of the demand for available space this year in particular
since it is the last year in the Century. He stated that there are a number of places under
consideration and urged members to forward suggestions if appropriate. Several
members indicated that they would participate in helping to secure a place. He also
mentioned that plans are also being made for the summer picnic, which will be held at
Mission Bay Park near the Hilton Hotel.


Sire Archon Houston in the absence of Archon Clemons reported on the recent Regional
Meeting, which took place on February 20th, the morning of the date of our induction
ceremony. Archon Houston gave highlights of the meeting which included listing some
statistics with regard to overall membership in the Boule' nationally, He indicated that as
of November I, 1998, there was a total 00,992 members in the Boule'. He delineated
the number of active as well as inactive members. He also mentioned that the 45


th


Annual-Grand Boule' will be held in Minneapolis, Minnesota, July 27th thru August 8,
2000. Also discussed was the idea of each subordinate Boule' making a contribution of
$1,000 to the National Boule' Foundation.


•
During this discussion he mentioned that the Regional Boule' is convening October 7 -
lOin Maui, Hawaii and encouraged those who were interested in attending to get their
fees in as soon as possible. He further pointed out that the Regional Officers for the
Boule' all come from the same subordinate Boule' in San Jose. Itwas pointed out that
this seems to be the culture of the Pacific Region in that this pattern had been established
over time because of the small number of Archons in the region, as well as the vast
distance that had to be traveled. Itwas easier for all members to come from one area for
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communication purposes. It is the understanding that this practice is being questioned
by the national office and some attempts will be made to make adjustments in that
process. Sire Archon Houston also discussed the dues that were paid by various Boules
throughout the region. It was determined that San Diego has the lowest local dues of any
ofthe subordinate chapters in the Pacific Region. In some instances the differences are
considerable. One of the factors is that our dues are based on a "pay as you go" criteria
which means that a number of the items that are included in the dues of other
subordinates Boules are not included in ours, i.e., in some subordinate Boules the costs of
all the monthly meetings are included in the dues, as well as special events, such as
Christmas Parties, etc.


•
Sire Archon Houston also mentioned that there was a discussion with regard to
membership and the criteria for selection among the various subordinate Boules
particularly in the Pacific Region. It appears that San Diego is far ahead of the curve, if
you will, in that we have inducted more members as a whole than most of the other
Boule's. It appears that some of the subordinate Boules are still holding to very rigid
criteria for membership based on some past history that included the ability of one person
casting a negative vote to keep a potential members out. Itwas indicated that a number
of Boules deliberately do not seek out to recruit large numbers of potential inductees each
year and their process is still based on a very exclusive criteria.


There was some discussion on the purpose of the Foundation and Archon Wynn gave
some background on the establishment of our Foundation in Alpha Pi Boule'. He
indicated that the Foundation was established for a specific purpose, i.e., the sponsoring
of a event around the Super Bowl in 1988 at which time we had hoped to make some
profits that would support our social action programs. No profit was derived from this
event and in subsequent years we continued to make contributions as a " pass through" to
provide scholarship funding for our social action program.


Sire Archon Houston gave some background on the retreat which was held on January
23'd and the follow-up meeting held on March 2, 1999. Itwas indicated that the Social
Action Committee had come up with the whole notion that the Boule' should make some
meaningful social impact in San Diego and that all members should be serious about this
objective and participate accordingly. The major focus of the social action program
surrounded the reaching out to the under-served youth in our community. Several
committees were established to carry out the mission and objectives of the Boule' and
Archons who were not present or who were not assigned to a committee were
encouraged to volunteer for a particular committee by calling the chair or any member of
the committee to participate.


•
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It was pointed out by Archon Laz Saunders that Archon Napoleon Jones had recently
been appointed by Superintendent Bersin to, the Academic Achievement panel. This is a
is a great honor for Archon Jones and our community and it was stressed that we should
use this to our advantage by providing relevant input on critical issues regarding the
achievement, particularly, of African Americans students and route this through Archon
Jones which will strengthen his position as a member of this prestigious panel.


Again, Sire Archon Houston encouraged members to attend the Regional Boule'
scheduled for October 7-10 in Maui and he stated that over the next three months
additional information will be provided and Archons will continuously be reminded and
encouraged to attend and participate.


•
There was several items mentioned under the category of announcements: Archon Carrol
Waymon mentioned that he had been in contact with the family of the young African
American Marine who had been injured and paralyzed as the result of an attack last year
that had serious racial overtones. He mentioned that a trust fund had been set up and
urged our Boule' and members to support this effort. He indicated that further
information would be forthcoming with regard to this issue. Itwas mentioned that
Archon Meadows and his wife are featured in a major article in the current edition of the
Reader and members were encouraged to read this article. Archon DeWitt mentioned
that he had been in contact with Archon Ragsdale who is progressing well from of his
illness he had hoped to make the meeting tonight but definitely plans to be at the next
meeting. Archon Woodford mentioned that Archon Phil Smith who has been ill is doing
much better presently. It was also mentioned that we should attempt to visit with Archon
Earl Gilliam and that we might consider holding a special meeting where he could
attend. Itwas suggested that members should try to visit with him. Archon Napleon
Jones indicated that he would be willing to facilitate setting up a meeting where Archon
Gilliam perhaps could be in attendance. Itwas also mentioned that Archon Rodney Hood
is running for President of the National Medical Association and is currently serving as
Chairman of the Board. Everyone wished Archon Hood well in this endeavor.


There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 9:24 P.M.


Respectfully Submitted


Howard H. Carey, Ph.D.
Grarnmateus
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Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity
August 19, 1999


Archon Howard H. Carey, Ph.D.
Grammateus - Alpha Pi Boule
8097 Hillandale Drive
San Diego, CA 92120


Dear Archon Carey, Ph.D.:


I trust that your Summer has been a relaxing one for you and your family. As I travel around the
country Iam discovering a hearty and healthy Boule family. Many Archons are looking forward
to productive Regional meetings.


As we prepare for the Fall programs of Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity it is imperative that Ishare an
important administrative procedure with you. This is necessary because a few Subordinate
Boules have been inducting candidates for membership without first receiving the proper
authorization and papers. Let me remind you that no candidate for membership in Sigma Pi Phi
Fraternity can be initiated until the personnel data sheet is completely filled out with
accompanying photograph and sent to the office of the Grand Grammateus with dues for
processing. Further, you must await a response from that office. The submission should be done
30 days prior to induction but in no instance will candidates be approved or authorized for
induction into a Subordinate Boule if the central office does not have the forms 10 working days
before the induction.


The secrets and signs ofthe Boule are a sacred trust and should not be shared with persons who
have not been properly cleared to receive them. It is not the intention of the Grand Grarnmateus
to embarrass any Archon or Subordinate Boule for not following procedures, but in tbe future we
will not be certifying candidates after the voided process of initiation.


Your thoughtful attention to this problem in search of a pleasant solution is needed.


Thank you.


Sincerely,


l6~ (l ,91e<J-~:y
Calvin O. Pressley


COP/mr Office of the Grand Boule
225 Broadway, Suite 305
New York, NY 10007


Tel: 212-791-3284 Fax: 212-791-3287
E-Mail: sigmapiphi@aol.com
http://www.sigma-pi-phi.net
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Minutes of
Alpha Pi Boule'


October 12, 2000


The meeting was held at the Neighborhood House Association 5660 Copley Drive, San
Diego, CA 92111. It was hosted by Archons Harold Lewis and Joe Littlejohn.


Present: Archons Howard Carey, Bill Chapman, Squire Clemons, Robert Countryman,
Jim Hatcher, Joseph Kinard, Joe Littlejohn, Graham Lynch, Gordon Montgomery, Gene
Moore, Larry Sadler, Julius Smith, Raymond Smith, Willie Thigpen, Carrol Waymon,
Leon Williams, Hackley Woodford, and David Wynn.


Program: Sire Archon Elect Bill Chapman gave an excellent slide presentation about
strokes; the causes, the warning signs, and the risk factors. Statistics were shown which
pointed out the high rate of incidence among AfricanAmerican males. Archon Chapman'
responded to the numerous questions asked by the Archons in attendance. A major point
he made was that persons who display the symptoms or warning signs of having a stroke
should go to a hospital immediately. These include such signs as: sudden numbness or
weakness of the face, arm or leg, especially on one side oflhe body; sudden confusion,
trouble speaking or understanding; sudden trouble seeing in one or both eyes; sudden
trouble walking, dizziness, loss of balance or coordination; or sudden severe headache
with no known cause.


OFFICERS REPORTS


Grammaleus Report - The report was accepted with two minor corrections, Archon
Carey stated that all Archons should have received their membership cards in the mail.


Thesauristes Report - Archon Sadler distributed a Monthly Bank Activity Report. The
adjusted bank balance as of 10/11/00 is $12,156.46. He also submitted the proposed
budget for 2001. The budget was accepted,


COMMITTEE REPORTS


SOCL4L ACTION - Archon Hatcher reminded everyone of the Chris1mas Partv on
December 21st at the Loews Coronado Hotel. The cost is S200.00 per couple. Th~
reception is from 600PM to 800PM and the dinner begins at 800PM. He also stated that
he has been able to negotiate rooms which are mini suites at $129,00 -'-tax per night.
Reservations must be made 30 days prior to the event date. The band for the party is
Barbara Jamisor.. Archon Hatcher also reminded all of the tailgate party at the Gold
Coast Classic which begins at lI00AM. Archon Countryman reported that the hotel
selected tor the 2003 Regional Boule' is the Coronado Marriott.
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Minutes of
Alpha Pi Boule'


I


November 9, 2000


The meeting was held at the Neighborhood House Association 5660 Copley Drive, San
Diego, CA 92111. It was hosted by Archons Graham Lynch and Dwight Malone.
As we approached the dinner hour, Sire Archon Houston requested that the Archons
present, form a semi-circle and give a moment of silent prayer to all of our Archons who
are ill or in need of our special thoughts and prayers. Following this, Archon Rufus
DeWitt gave the blessing for our meal.


Present: Sire Archon John Houston and Archons Jess Bass, Howard Carey, Bill
Chapman, Squire Clemons, Bob Countryman, Bob Covington, Victor Crawford, Guy
Curtis, Rufus DeWitt, Robert Gillespie, Leon Kelley, Joseph Kinard, Graham Lynch,
Marion McCord, Bob McNeely, Gordon Montgomery, Gene Moore, Joe Outlaw,
Hartwell Ragsdale, Larry Sadler, Noble Shade, Phillip Smith, Raymond Smith, Cecil
Steppe, Theodore Thomas, Harold Tuck, Carrol Wayman, Hackley Woodford, David
Wynn.


Program: Archon Dwight Malone MD gave a very timely presentation on the subject of
pneumonia, colds and flu. He discussed the causes, symptoms, prevention and general
treatment of each. He indicated that covering the nose and mouth when sneezing or
coughing can help to prevent the spread of these illnesses. In addition, washing the hands
often is also a good prevention measure. He made it very clear that antibiotic treatment
does not cure viral infections. He also discussed that individuals over 65 are among those
groups, which are most at risk for catching the flu. The prevention is getting the flu shot.
It takes several weeks for the body to build up immunity so it is important that one
receives the shot prior to the beginning of the flu season. The flu is expected to arrive
around January. There were numerous questions asked throughout Archon Malone's
presentation, which indicated that there was much interest in the program.


Sire Archon Houston called the official meeting to order at 8:52PM. He thanked the
hosts, Archons Lynch and Malone, for the excellent meal which was the traditional
Thanksgiving meal with turkey and all of the trimmings.


OFFICERS REPORTS


Grammateus Report: - The minutes were accepted as distributed.


Thesauristes Report: - Archon Sadler distributed the Monthly Bank Activity Report and
Membership Report. The beginning bank balance as of 9/30/00 was $12,983.46. The
ending bank balance as of 10/31/00 was $11,310.46. There was one outstanding check so







• The adjusted balance was $11,011.46. The membership listed 54 Archons with 47
Archoms being fully financial. The Report was accepted as presented.


Rhetoricus Report: Archon Moore requested that all Archons wear their pins at
meetings in the appropriate manner. There was some discussion about this. Sire
Archon Houston reminded all members that they are required to wear their pins at
meetings .


. Agogos Report: Archon Tuck announced that there would be no host for December
(Holiday Party), January (Retreat), and February (Sweetheart Dinner). The next hosted
meeting will be March and the hosts are Archons Montgomery and Moore.


Nomination of Officers: The slate of officers for the Year 2001 was presented to the
members as follows: Sire Archon: William T. Chapman, Sire Archon: Elect Squire
Clemons, Thesauristes: Theodore Thomas, Grommets: Howard Carey (Assistants: Nobel
Shade, Raymond Smith), Agogos: G. Dwight Malone, Graptor: Hackley Woodford,
Carrol Waymond, Lescturing: Gene Moore. There were no nominations presented from
the floor. The slate was voted upon as it was presented and was passed by unanimous
consent.


•
Retreat - The retreat is scheduled to be held on January 27,2001 at the Neighborhood
House 5660 Copley Drive, San Diego, CA. The starting time will be announced very
soon .


COMMITTEE REPORTS


SOCIAL ACTION: Archon Steppe commented that on the TAP Program at Oak Park
School. He encouraged all participating Archons to follow through on their commitment
and invited other Archons to fully support the program. He outlined a number of
scheduled activities in the near future.


GOLD COAST CLASSIC - Archon Countryman reminded all that the Boule's
tailgate activity for Gold Coast Classic on November 18th was all set. The location will
be between Sections H & J 1, which is near the trolley station. The activity will begin
around noon.


HOLIDAY PARTY - Arhon Smith distributed a memo that gave all of the
details concerning the Holiday Party on December 2151 at the Loews Coronado Bay
Resort. A copy of this memo is attached.


SWEETHEART PARTY - Sire Archon Houston reported that the Sweetheart
Party would be around Valentines Day. Details are to be announced at a later date .


•







Archon Countryman - Boys Choir of Harlem to appear in Poway on Dec n".


MEMBERSHIP: - Archon Wynn reported that the deadline for submission of
nominations for new members is January 27,2001, the date of the Retreat. Contact
Archon Wynn for further information.


REGIONAL BOULE': - A flyer was recently mailed announcing the 2001 - Pacific
Regional Boule' October 14 -17 at the Bellagio Hotel and Resort in Las Vegas. Archon
Countryman stated that the planning for the 2003 Pacific Regional Boule' in San Diego is
progressing. The planning committee will meet at the Coronado Marriott Hotel around
the first of the year with the Archousai who wish to help.


ANNOUNCEMENTS: -


Archon Tuck - Alpha Pi Boule' letterhead needs to be updated.


Archon Moore - Archons should submit a copy of their CV or Resume to him.


Archon Waymon -. Archons desiring consideration for appointment to The City of
San Diego Boards or Commissions should submit their names to him.


The meeting was adjourned at 10: 15PM.


Respectfully submitted,


Howard Carey, Ph.D
Grammateus


Minutes recorded by: Archon Ray Smith
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• Minutes of
Alpha Pi Boule'


January 27, 2001


The retreat meeting was held at the Neighborhood House Association located on 41 sl St
in San Diego, CA. As we approached the breakfast hour, Sire Archon Chapman requested
that all present form a circle and we were lead in prayer by Archon Steppe.


Present: Sire Archon Bill Chapman, Archons Jess Bass, Richard Butcher, Squire
Clemons, Bob Covington, Jim Hatcher, Rodney Hood, John Houston, Napoleon Jones,
Leon Kelley, Dwight Malone, Marion McCord, Bob McNeely, Noble Shade, Julius
Smith, Raymond Smith, Cecil Steppe, Theodore Thomas, Harold Tuck, Benjamin White
and David Wynn.


•
Sire Archon Chapman called the official meeting to order at 9:20AM following an
excellent breakfast buffet. He passed out a ten question quiz on Boule' History to be
answered by Archons in teams of two. The team that had the most answers correct was
Archons Kelley and Tuck. Sire Archon Chapman mentioned that our long-range plan
should be financial independence so that we would be better able to fund our many goals.
He also indicated that the Grand Boule'states that the average age of the Boule'
membership is 61.9 years therefore consideration must be given to bringing in younger
men who meet the qualifications for membership.


OFFICERS REPORTS


Grammateus Report: - The Grammateus was not present therefore there was no report.
The November minutes were accepted as distributed with a correction to reflect that
Archon Ben White was present at the meeting.


Thesauristes Report: - Archon Thomas reminded all that the annual dues payment is
now due. The amount is $500.00. In response to a question, he gave a breakdown of the
dues as follows: $250.00 to the Grand Boule', $20.00 to the Regional Boule' and $230.00
to Alpha Pi Boule' ($100.00 of that amount to Alpha Pi Boule's Foundation). Itwas also
mentioned in discussion that a letter should be sent to the Cleveland Boule' introducing
Archon Graham Lynch.


•


Agogos Report: - Archon Malone passed out the new Meeting Host List for the year. He
stated that the listing may also be found on the web site. A current membership list was
also passed out. This too can be found on the web site. Archon Malone requested that any
changes or corrections to the list should be given to him. There was considerable
discussion concerning hosts responsibilities for a meeting. A motion was made and
passed that the host must notify the Agogos at the meeting prior to the one for which he is
responsible, the person he has selected as the speaker. Ifhe does not identity a speaker,
the Executive Committee will choose one. The host also determines where the meeting is
held and for making the arrangements for the caterer. Archon Hatcher stated that a lady







by the name of Hortensia, an employee of Neighborhood House, can handle all requests
for catering services. Archon Malone stated that he will contact each host and remind him
of his responsibilities.


Graptor: - Archon Malone indicated the deadline dates for items to be submitted to the
Boule' Journal. These dates can be found in a copy of the Journal however they are:
January 8, April 20, July 20 and October 1. Archon Malone also reminded everyone that
he needs a resume or "bio" from each Archon.


COMMITTEE REPORTS


Social Action: - Archon Steppe submitted a very comprehensive Annual Report ofthe
Social Action Committee, The report addressed the development of a series of Goals, a
set of Guiding Principles, the establishment of sub-committees and their goals, a review
of existing programs and a listing of new proposed programs for review and


- consideration. In addition, Archon Steppe briefly mentioned and passed out material on
the San Diego School of Creative and Performing Arts, Center For Parent Involvement In
Education and the PAZZAZ Inc. Programs. There was considerable discussion during
this report about ways of funding the Foundation. It was determined that this subject
matter be referred to the Finance Committee for further discussion and development.
Archon Hood suggested that our goals be augmented to include health issues and there
was a general consensus that this be done.


Regional Boule': - Archon Clemons reminded everyone that the Regional Boule'
meeting is scheduled for October 14 - 17 in Las Vegas at the Bellagio Hotel. He
encouraged us to attend so that we can observe the many activities which will assist us in
our planning for the Regional Boule' to be held here in 2003.


Social: - Archon Hatcher reported on his planning activities for the Annual Sweetheart
Party. He has made arrangements for the Party to be held at the Westgate Hotel on
February 10th He was specifically concerned about holding down the costs. After some
discussion, it was voted upon that the cost would be $100.00 per person. An
announcement will be sent out within the next few days concerning the details of the
party.


Membership: - Archon Wynn passed out and reviewed the Membership Council Report.
The report consisted of recommendations establishing Guidelines and Principles for the
Selection and Participation of New Members. He also submitted a report which outlines
the Responsibilities of Archons Sponsoring Candidates for Membership and indicates the
Proposed Time Schedule. The January deadline for the submission of New Member
Nominations has been extended until the March meeting. It was voted upon that all new
Archons must submit a 5X7 photo for the Alpha Pi Boule's archives.


\


Unfinished Business: - Itwas voted upon that the Boule' will purchase the inside back
cover in the AKA's Debutante Book for the pictures and announcement of the three
young ladies that we are sponsoring this year. There was a brief discussion about







Important Dates


• assistance that may be needed for one of our Archon's. Itwas decided that this subject
would be discussed further at the next Executive Committee meeting.


Announcements: -


Archon Steppe passed out a flyer about a Gospel Extravaganza to be held on Feb 3'd at
the New Creation Church.


Archon Houston informed us that Archon Earl Gilliam was at the Scripps Hospice.
Archon Gilliam passed away on January zs". Services for him will be at Bayview Baptist
Church at 1:00PM on February 6th


• Retreat: January 27, 2001 (Deadline for New Member Nominations)


• Sweetheart Dance: February 17, 2001


• General Business Meetings: 2nd Thursdays (No meetings in July, August &
December)• • Executive Committee Meetings: 4th Tuesdays


• Picnic: June


• Pacific Regional Boule': October 14-17, 200 1 ~ Bellagio Hotel - Las Vegas


• Vote on New Members: October


• Christmas Party: December


•







,


Minutes of
Alpha Pi Boule'


March 8, 2001


The meeting was held at the Neighborhood House Association 5660 Copley Drive, San
Diego, CA 92111. Itwas hosted by Archons Gordon Montgomery and Gene Moore. As
we approached the dinner hour, Archon Moore led us in prayer.


Present: Sire Archon Bill Chapman, Archons Grady Anderson, Jess Bass, Howard
Carey, Squire Clemons, Bob Covington, Rufus DeWitt, Robert Gillespie, Jim Hatcher,
John Houston, Joseph Kinard, Dwight Malone, Marion McCord, Robert McNeely, Gene
Moore, Gordon Montgomery, Len Perry, Joe Outlaw, Hartwell Ragsdale, Larry Sadler,
Nobel Shade, Raymond Smith, Cecil Steppe, Carrol Waymon, Benjamin White, Leon
Williams and David Wynn.


Program: Archon Montgomery gave a very interesting and valuable presentation on the
subject of the eyes. He described what the eye conditions of nearsightedness,
farsightedness, and astigmatism are and the procedures that Opthamologists use to correct
them. He went into considerable detail about Laser Vision Correction which generated
numerous questions from the Archons present. He distributed a pamphlet on the subject
at the end of his presentation.


Sire Archon called the meeting to order at 8:08PM and proceeded with the Formal
Opening Ceremony. He thanked the hosts, Archons Moore and Montgomery for an
excellent meal.


OFFICERS REPORTS


Grammateus Report: The Minutes were accepted as written. Archon Carey stated that
he had received a letter from Archon Countryman requesting the support again for his
NOBCChE program. It was mentioned in discussion that the money for this program was
already approved in the budget for this year.


Thesauristes Report: Archon Thomas was not present due to a death in his family. He
did inform Sire Archon Chapman that the balance in the treasury was $13,206.09. He
also announced that dues for the current year should be paid now because a report of paid
Archons must be submitted to the Grand Boule'.


Agogos Report: Archon Malone distributed a current Meeting Host Listing and a
Complete Archon Phonebook listing. He requested that ifthere are any changes to be
made, please let him know. He stated that the next listing would include area codes for all
so that there will be no doubt as to the area code of an Archon. He informed us how to
get into the Alpha Pi Boule' web site where the above information can be found in
addition to other material. The web site is accessed by typing in www.Groups.Yahoo.com







Social:


• If you are not registered and/or do not have a password, contact Archon Malone and he
will give you the required information. Archon Malone announced that Hosts for the next
meeting are Archons Joe Outlaw and Len Perry.


Grapter: Archon Carrol Wayman gave an update on the condition of Archon Wally
Porter. He also reported along with Archon Jess Bass about the work that has been done
and the work yet to be done at Archon Porter's home. Estimated costs for all the work is
around $1200.00. Donations were requested for some of the materials necessary and
specifically for the purchase and installation of a garage door, which according to Archon
Bass will cost in excess of $700.00. Donations were made at the meeting and it was
reported at the end of the meeting that $730.00 was collected. Archon Sadler read a
Thank You Note from Archousa Betty Porter. Sire Archon Chapman mentioned that the
Executive Committee recommended that both Archons Wally Porter and Hackley
Woodford's membership be officially changed to Voluntary Inactive. A motion was
made, seconded and approved that this be done. Archon Woodford had sent a letter
stating that the condition of his health would prevent him from remaining an Active
Archon. Letter will be sent to both Archons informing them of the action taken.


•
Rhetoricos Report: Archon Moore stated that the TAP needs help. There is concern
from the school that the Boule' is committed to continuing the program. Archon Moore
will contact all Archons who have promised to participate in the program. All Archons
are expected to wear their pins to all meetings. To begin, there will be a fine of $1.00 for
each Archon not wearing pins and the fine will increase at future meetings. "Just put the
money in the basket as you enter the meeting room if you do not have on your pin", said
Archon Moore. Archon Moore will bring his camera to the next meeting because he
needs a picture of each Archon. Biographical sketches are requested from all Archons.
These are necessary for the files in our Boule'. Archon Wynn said that he will give
Archon Moore the sketches ofthe three newest Archons.


COMMITTEE REPORTS


Social Action: Archon Steppe mentioned that we are bringing the Finance and Fund
Raising Committees together to determine raising money and for what purpose. In
addition, the Foundation Committee will meet with the other two. Archon Houston is
finalizing a form for the purpose of determining what all other Black Organizations in the
community are doing. This effort makes sense so that we are not duplicating what others
may already be doing and we may be able to collaborate our efforts with theirs. Archon
Steppe strongly encouraged all who have not made contact with their family in the TAP
Program to do so. If there is difficulty, let him know. Archon Houston gave an example
of how he is relating with his partner in the program. The school is taking a trip to Sea
World so he is taking the day off to walk around with him all day.


• Archon Hatcher spoke of the Food Bank Program run by Neighborhood House and the
problem of and the money required to relocate it from the former NTC property to







another site. He suggested that those who are in corporations who are looking to provide
funds to worthy causes might consider the Food Bank. Approximately $2,000,000.00 is
required just to transition the Food Bank until a permanent place can be found. Archon
Hatcher reported that there was a deficit of approximately $1300.00 from the Valentine's
DinnerlDance. Part of the reason was because some Archons who indicated they would
attend did not show. There were only 15 Archons attending. As a result of the deficit
situation, the Executive Committee recommended that an action be taken in an attempt to
preclude future situations such as this. A motion prepared by the Social Action
Committee was read by Archon Smith. There was considerable discussion about the
intent and the wording. The motion that finally passed was as follows - "Archons who
make a verbal commitment that they will attend an activity of the Boule' must pay
the dollar amount committed regardless of whether they attend, unless they inform
the Committee Chairman or his designee prior to the date of the event that they will
not attend. Special circumstances will be considered." Archon Hatcher also made an
observation shared by others that we do not know each other very well and made a
recommendation that we have a house party which will provide such an opportunity.
There seemed to be a general consensus about this and there will be more to come.


Membership: Archon Wynn stated that the deadline for the submission of names for
new candidates is closed. He has eight names submitted as Candidates. Contact Archon
Wynn if you wish to know the names of the Candidates.


Regional Boule': Archon Clemons stated that he had attended the Quarterly meeting of
the Regional Boule' which was held in Las Vegas. Items from that meeting are: that a
separate account should be developed for a Regional Boule' meeting, the establishment
of a committee to develop standards for Regional meetings, consideration of establishing
Boule's in Alaska, Hawaii and Oregon. The sites of future Regional meetings are as
follows: San Diego - 2003, Diamond Bar - 2005, Oakland - 2007.


Unfinished Business: Archon Moore spoke about a meeting to discuss Lincoln!
Gompers and Kennedy High Schools. It was also mentioned that the San Diego City
Schools Superintendent wants to meet with the Boule' later this year.


Announcements: Archon Outlaw passed out a flyer announcing a Financial Education
and Resource Seminar at the Handlery Hotel on March 29,2001 from 7:00PM - 9:00PM.


The meeting was adjourned at 9:45PM.


Respectfully submitted,


Howard Carey, Ph.D.
Grammateus


Recorded by: Archon Ray Smith







• Minutes of
ALPHA PI BOULE


April 12, 2001


The meeting was held at the Neighborhood House Association's main office. It was
hosted by Archons Outlaw and Perry. A semi-circle was formed and Archon Steppe
provided the blessing for the meal.


PRESENT: Sire Archon Chapman and Archons Anderson, Butcher, Crawford,
Covington, Hatcher, Houston, Malone, Montgomery, Outlaw, Perry, Ragsdale, Sadler,
Shade, Steppe, Thomas, Tuck, White and Wynn.


Program: Archon Outlaw led an extensive discussion on the stock market, investments
and investment strategies.


OFFICER REPORTS:


•
Sire Archon: The Grand Boule has requested each Archon to become a Henry M.
Minton Fellow by contributing sum of$I,OOO each to the Boule Foundation. Archon
Clemons volunteered to attend a Boule fund raising training session and to solicit each
Archon. The Sire Archon expressed thanks for the AKA Debutante advertisement
provided by the Boule for three daughters of Archons who participated on the event.
Admiral John Nathman, Commander of the Navy's Pacific Fleet, has requested to make a
presentation to the Boule at the June 14, meeting pending approval if the hosts for that
meeting. Thanks were expressed to Archons Outlaw and Perry for hosting the meeting.


GRAMMATEUS: No report


THESAURlSTES: Archon Thomas reported a bank balance of$II,076.90 as of April
12.


AGOGOS: Archon Malone distributed revised copies ofthe Boule roster for review and
additional corrections.


Grapter: No repo~


Rhetoricus: No report


COMMITTEE REPORTS:


Social Committee: Archon Hatcher announced the next committee action would be to
plan a summer activity, Consideration will be given to holding the activity in a home.
Archon Clemons volunteered his home as a site.


•







Alpha Pi Boule
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Page Two


Social Action: Archon Steppe indicated the need for additional meetings to continue
reviewing guidelines for the TAP program, gaining information about the foundation
program compiling information about the various African American organizations.
These meeting outcomes will then determine the next steps to be taken by the committee.


2003 Regional Boule: Archon Clemons stated the planning committee is working to
make the Boule charges more reasonable than the 2001 Las Vegas costs.


Regional Representatives: Archon Clemons stated that the Boule appears to be shaping
up to be a great event, even though somewhat expensive in costs. He encouraged Alpha
Pi to have a strong representation available.


Membership: Archon Wynn announced closure for candidates to be presented for
membership next year. A total of eight candidates were received and names announced to
the Boule. Candidates now need to be scrutinized by the membership council and the
Executive Committee. Voting will occur in October.


OLD BUSINESS: Applications for voluntary inactive status has been applied for
Archon Porter and Woodford.


NEW BUSINESS: None


ANNOUNCEMENTSIROUNDT ABLE:


Hosts for the May business meeting are Archons Ragsdale and Sadler.


The Neighborhood House Association sponsored Food Bank will be relocated to a
temporary site in Chula Vista. Will relocate to a permanent site in the fall.


A Brown Bag art auction featuring local artists will be held at the British Airways Office,
Proceeds will benefit the Food Bank.


Archon DeWitt is home and doing well after another recent visit to the hospital.


A symposium on diversity in medicine will be held in May. Details will be posted on the
Boule's web page.


All regional boule elected officer positions are open for next election. Archons interested
in being nominated for office should contact the Sire Archon.
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Archon Waymon's mother. Age 99, passed recently and the body was taken to North
Carolina for burial.


Archon Woodford reports his health is much improved now than previously reported.


Archon Anderson's birthday was announced as today.


adjournment: Meeting adjourned at 9:30 P.M.


Respectfully submitted,


Archon Howard H. Carey
Grammateus


Recorded by: Archon N.W. Shade
Co-Grammateus


•


•







May 10, 2001


:Minutes of
Alpha Pi Boule'


The meeting was held at the Neighborhood House Association, 5660COpley Drive, San
Diego, CA 92111. Itwas hosted by Archons HartWell Ragsdale and Larry Sadler. A
circle was formed and Archon Steppe provided the blessing for the meal.


PRESENT: Sire Archon BiIl Chapman, Archons Grady Anderson, Jesse Bass Jr.,
Richard Butler, Squire Clemons, Robert COVington, Robert CountryIllan, Victor
Crawford, RUfus DeWitt, Jim Hatcher, John Houston, William Jones, Joe Littlejohn,
Marion McCord, Gene Moore, Joe Outlaw, Hartwell Ragsdale, Larry Sadler, Raymond
Smith, Cecil Steppe, Ted Thomas, Harold Tuck, Carrol Wayman, Ben White, David
Wynn.


PROGRAM: Archon Ragsdale introduced the guest speakers for the evening who Were
from the San Diego Chargers. They were Mr. Jerry McBurney who is in charge of Ticket
Sales and the Speakers Bureau and Mr. WaYne Nunnely, an AfricanAIllerican, who is the
Defensive Line Coach. Mr.Nunnely informed us ofms extensive coaching experience as
Bead Coach at UNL V, Assistant Coach at several other Division I coJleges and Assistant
Coach at several NFL teams. He spoke in general about the numerous improvements
made by the Chargers since the disastrous 2000 season beginning with the hiring of John
Butler as General Manager, Norm Turner as Offensive Coordinator, and the acquisition
of several named players such as Quarterback Doug Flutie, the players Obtained from
Atlanta as a result of trading the No.1 draft, and obtaining Running Back Tomlinson in
the draft as well as QUarterback Drew Brees. He believes these players can help the
Chargers this season whereas QB Michael Vick would have been at least a year or two
away from making an itnpact on the team- There were numerous questions asked by the
Archons that were anSWered by the two speakers, all of which made the entire
presentation very informative and interesting. They both indicated that DiCk Lewis is the
person to contact regarding requests to the Chargers for community Relations activities.


Sire Archon Chapman called the meeting to order at 845PM and proceeded with the
formal Opening CeremOny. Be thanked Archons Ragsdale and Sadler for an excellent
meal.


OFFICERS REpORTS:


Grammateus Report: The Minutes were accepted as written. There was no other report
to be given. ArchonS Who were financial for the current year were informed to see
Archon Smith to receive their "little blue stiCker" which is to be placed Ontheir financial
card.







• Thesauristes Report: Archon Thomas reported that there are currently 32 financial
Archons.


Agogos Report: No report


Grapter: No Report


Rhetoricos: Archon Moore reported that he was informed by the Sire Archon that he was
not doing his job. Since he intends to do his job as required, he had no choice but to
collect $1.00 from each Archon present who was not wearing his fraternity Pin. He then
spoke about the CM Program. He said the program is doing well. He said he went to a
Partnership Program and there was no one representing us. He was there to represent the
Dental Society. He thinks we may have to reevaluate our participation. He suggests this
needs to be discussed at a planning session. He again requested a resume or biographical
sketch from each Archon so that he can add it to the information file he has for our
Boule' members.


COMMITTEE REPORTS


•
Social Action: Archon Steppe spoke of exploring ways for the Boule' to raise money to
support our scholarship and other efforts. There are many things we can do but we need
money to support our activities. He also mentioned that an assessment needs to be made
throughout the organizations in our community to learn what each is doing. This would
then enable all of us to do a better job in our community efforts by supporting one
another and not have many groups trying to do the same thing poorly. Archon Outlaw
spoke about a golf tournament as a way of making money for our organization. He spoke
about estate planning and that a percentage of life insurance benefits can be donated to
our Boule' Foundation. He is going to put a committee together to work at planning a
golf tournament and other money making ventures.


Social: Archon Hatcher mentioned that Archon Clemons is hosting a party for the
Archons sometime this summer. The date to be announced later.


Membership: Archon Wynn reported that he had 8 names of prospective candidates. He
read the names of those persons. Apparently one ofthe named persons has recently
moved away from the San Diego area therefore there will be only 7 to consider. Archon
Wynn can be contacted to obtain the names.


Regional Boule': Archon Countryman reminded everyone of the Regional Boule' in Las
Vegas in October. The deadline for Early Registration at a cost of$375.00 is June 30th


After that the Registration goes up to $475.00. He spoke about the planning he has done
thus far for our hosting the Regional Boule' 2003. He is encouraging our Archons to
speak to their spouses about participating in the planning activities for the Archousa.
These planning sessions will be organized shortly after returning from the Regional in


_. Las Vegas. He has requested the San Diego Convention & Visitors Bureau to give a







presentation in Las Vegas about visiting San Diego and our Boule' will also have a booth
there. There was some discussion about the total costs of attending this year's Regional.


Unfinished Business: Archon Sadler read a thank you note from Archousa Betty Porter
thanking the Archons for their efforts in working on her house. She expressed her sincere
appreciation for all of the support she and Wally have received from the "Boule' family".
Archon Bass mentioned the financial issues and problems regarding anyone of us who
may face the unfortunate situation which requires us or a spouse to need and receive
long-term medical care. There was considerable discussion regarding this issue and it was
recommended that a workshop be planned so that our members can receive appropriate
information from professionals about both the legal and financial aspects of dealing with
this problem.


. I


Announcements: Sire Archon Chapman announced that at the Links Achievers Program
the previous weekend, Archons Bass, Countryman and Hatcher were MC's and did a
very good job. Sire Archon also announced and congratulated Archon Clemons because
his firm was recently awarded a very large contract from Boeing. Sire Archon also
welcomed Archon William Jones and asked him to tell us new title. He informed us that
he is the Chairman of the Board of Federal Reserve Bank in LA. Archon Steppe
announced that Pizazz was putting on its oratorical contest on Sat May iz". Archon
DeWitt stated that he was happy to be able to attend the meeting tonight as he has been
quite ill. He mentioned how impressed he was to see how his Boule' has assisted Archon
Wally Porter and his wife and that it was gratifying to know that he belongs to an
organization that has a heart.


The meeting was adjourned at 1040PM.


Respectfully submitted,


Howard Carey, Ph.D.
Grarnmateus


Recorded by: Archon Ray Smith
Co-Grarnmateus
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Minutes of
Alpha Pi Boule'


October 11, 2001


The meeting was held at the Neighborhood House Association, 5660 Copley Drive, San
Diego, CA 92111. It was hosted by ArchonsWillie Thigpen and Theodore Thomas. A
circle was fanned and Archon Moore lead us in prayer and blessed the meal.


PRESENT: Sire Archon Bill Chapman and Archons Grady Anderson, Howard Carey,
Squire Clemmons, Robert Countryman, Bob Covington, Rufus DeWitt, Jim Hatcher,
John Houston, Leon Kelley, G. Dwight Malone, Joseph Kinard, Robert McNeely, Gene
Moore, Gordon Montgomery, Len Perry, Willie Thigpen, Ted Thomas, Raymond Smith,
Ben White, Leon Williams and David Wynn.


PROGRAM: Archon Willie Thigpen introduced Dr. Art Flippen who is an
Administrator at Kaiser Permanente. He spoke about a problem which concerns us all; the
cost of Medical Care. The major factors he described were: Pharmacuetical Drug
Companies their research and patents, Salaries - Young college graduates compare "Dot
Com" companies vs Medical School, Diagnostic Tools - CAT Scans, etc, New
Developments - Medical procedures such as Angioplasty, etc, New Laws requiring
structural improvements to medical facilities, Longer Life - With new technology, people
are living longer thus they have more health problems which require care and treatment.
The Archons raised numerous questions and comments throughout which made for a very
lively and interesting program.


Sire Archon Chapman called the meeting to order at 8:30PM and proceeded with the
formal opening ceremony. He thanked Archons Thigpen and Thomas for the excellent
program, hospitality and meal.


OFFICERS REPORTS:


Grammateus Report: The minutes from the last meeting were approved. Archon Carey
mentioned the correspondence received from the Grand Sire Archon which announced
the appointment of Archon Yancey as Executive Secretary of Sigma Phi Pi Fraternity
which was to be effective October 15,2001. Archon Carey also mentioned that we have
until January to place a name in nomination for Grand Sire Archon. He also informed all
Archons that he had the blue dots which should be placed on their membership cards to
indicate that they are currently financial.


Thesauristes Report: Archon Thomas reported that the current balance was $7725.30.
He said that we currently have 38 financial archons.
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Grapters Report: Itwas reported that biographies on 3 Archons have been submitted.


Agogos Report: Archon Malone distributed a copy of the Hosts Lists for the period thru
December 2002. He said that this list can also be found on the website. He said that he
would call those who are hosts about 2 months ahead oftime. He briefly described the
procedures which are necessary when one is hosting a meeting such as planning the
program, contacting the staff at Neighborhood House for selecting the meal, and paying
for the meals the night of the meeting.


Rhetoricos Report: Archon Moore stated that he still does not have all of the Archons
pictures and "bios" for the notebook. He will take a proposal to the Executive Committee
reference to having a professional video made of the Archons in our Boule'. He
announced that the first meeting for the young men in the program at Oak Park will be
October 25'" at 730AM in Room 15. Sire Archon Chapman said he will go to the first
meeting. Archon Houston recei ved an award for our Mentee Program at Oak Park from
the San Diego Unified School District.


COMMITTEE REPORTS:


Social Action: Archon Houston said that he had no report from the committee this
month. He stated that he and Archon White wanted to know if any other Archons are
interested in working with them on the Social Action Committee.


Social: Archon Hatcher announced that Archons who are interested in attending should
make their reservations for Gold Coast Classic Tickets and Tailgate Party to be held on
November 10th. The tickets are $35.00 per person for adults which include both
activities. The cost for children ages 5 and under is only $25.00 for the tickets as the
tailgate is free for them. The location of the tailgate party is around Section J-1. Archon
Hatcher again announced that the Boule' Christmas Party is on December 22"' at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel (by the bay). The entertainment is Barbara Jamison and her band.
The tickets are $80.00 per person and he requested that the money be turned in no later
than December I". The costs negotiated for self parking at the hotel is $5.00 and valet
parking is $8.00. The dress is formal attire. Rooms are available for $145.00 plus tax.


Membership: Archon Wynn distributed ballots for the Archons to vote on the 6
candidates for membership. The voting did take place and the results were announced at
the meeting. The candidates are not to be informed of the results at this time. Sponsors
are responsible to see that their candidate will he at our Novemher meeting. There was
considerable discussion on the Minton Fellowship Fee. Several motions were proposed.
The motion which was eventually voted upon and passed by the Archons present was; "It
is the goal of Alpha Pi Boule' for each Archon to pay a $1000.00 Minton Fellowship
Fee by September 30, 2003". Itwas also voted upon and passed that "the Archons to
be inducted this year shall pay $400.00 toward the $1000.00 Minton Fellowship Fee
prior to their induction".







Unfinished Business: None
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2003 Regional Boule': Archon Countryman reported that a table with large placards and
informational material about San Diego would be in place at the Regional Meeting in Las
Vegas. The booth or table would be "manned" during the business hours of the meeting.


Regional Representative: Archon Clemmons announced that we had 2 Archons
nominated for Regional officer positions. They are Archons Jim Hatcher and Bob
Countryman. There was discussion about delegates for the Regional Boule'. The
delegates are Sire Archon Chapman, and Archons Hatcher and Countryman.


New Business: None


Announcements: Sire Archon Chapman read a letter from Archousa Betty Porter
thanking the Boule' members for all of the help and assistance they have given her.
Archon Carey announced that Neighborhood House is hosting a reception on November
9ili from 800PM to Midnight for the Presidents of the two Gold Coast Classic
participating universities; Norfolk State and Delaware State. All Archons are invited to
attend.


The meeting was adjourned at 950PM


Respectfully submitted,


Howard Carey, Ph.D
Grammateus


Recorded by
Ray Smith
Co-Grammateus


l







Minutes of
Alpha Pi Boule'


RECEIVED


st» 2 6 ZOO/


PRES/CEQ


September 13, 2001


The meeting was held at the Neighborhood House Association, 5660 Copley Drive, San
Diego, CA 92111. Itwas hosted by Archons Julius Smith and Cecil Steppe. A circle was
formed and Archon Steppe led us in prayer not only in blessing the meal but also for all
the victims of the recent terrorist attacks on Tuesday, September 11th


.


PRESENT: Sire Archon Bill Chapman, Archons Jess Bass, Howard Carey, Robert
Countryman, Robert Covington, Victor Crawford, Rufus DeWitt, Robert Gillespie, Jim
Hatcher, John Houston, Joseph Kinard, Joe Littlejohn, G. Dwight Malone, Marion
McCord, Robert McNeely, Hartwell Ragsdale, Laserik Saunders, Nobel Shade, Julius
Smith, Raymond Smith, Cecil Steppe, Ted Thomas, Leon Williams and David Wynn.


PROGRAM: Archon Julius Smith introduced Mr. Donald Odom, our speaker for the
program. Don is involved with a community program called "Pro Kids" - Golf Program
For Kids. The Program began in 1994 and was initially designed to get the minority and
underprivileged kids off the streets and teach them how to play golf. It had tremendous
success from the beginning. It is located at Kalina Park on 52nd and University Ave. The
rules and ethics of golf are very similar to the values that contribute to success in life
some of which are Integrity, Honesty, Camaraderie, to name a few. The schools in the
area have supported Pro Kids by allowing it to be a part of their physical education
program. All students enrolled must learn the rules and ethics of golf. This year, there are
over 50,000 encounters with kids in the Program. It was recognized that the Program
must be expanded beyond golf into teaching them life skills, to be dreamers and to think
about other aspects oflife, to want to go to college, to consider a vocation, etc. As a
result, the Program is now called Pro Kids Golf Academy and Learning Center It is
designed so that kids in and around the City Heights area can have the same dreams in
life as the kids in Rancho Bernado, La Jolla, etc. A new $1.7 million clubhouse was just
completed. It was constructed by the workers in the Building Industry of America. About
$300,000 - $400,000 was raised by the Program and the remainder was donated thru
workmanship, materials, etc by the Building Industry of America. The annual budget is
1.1 million dollars with the money donated by individuals and corporations. There is
currently a staff of 13 people. The 1st floor of the new building involves the golf program
and other community activities. The 2nd floor is what they call the "Dream Center" which
is where the kids are taught life skills. They are taught such things as how to balance a
checkbook, prepare a resume, conduct a job search, etc. They have alliances with
companies who will send their staff members in to teach the kids about the jobs and
positions within their companies and what it takes for one to qualify for them. Most kids
are familiar with Target Stores but all they know is what the sales clerks do. They will be
informed about accounting, inventory management, etc. Don stated that there is a need
for African American males to come in and talk to the kids about their jobs, positions,
professions and life skills and experiences. They are setting up a speakers bureau and this
is a role in which he knows members of the Boule'can participate.







• Sire Archon Chapman called the meeting to order at 8:30PM and proceeded with the
formal opening ceremony. He thanked Archons Julius Smith and Cecil Steppe for the
excellent program, hospitality and meal.


OFFICERS REPORTS:


Grammateus Report: The minutes from the last meeting were approved. Archon Carey
discussed the information he had received concerning the resubmission for the
establishment of a new Subordinate Boule' in Anchorage, Alaska. Initially there were an
insufficient number of Candidates for Membership, however several more Candidates
were found. A vote was taken and approval was given for the establishment the new
Subordinate Boule'. The following named Candidates for Charter Membership in the new
Subordinate were: Dr. William S. Browner, Mr. Bernard W. Gatewood, Johnny O.
Gibbons, Esq., Mr. Joe L Hayes.Mr. Roy L Henderson, Dr. Vernon C. Hill, Lloyd M.
Jones, Esq., Mr. Mark A Major, Dr. William H. McCray Jr., Rev. Wilbert L Mickens,
Rev. Alonzo B. Patterson, Mr. Charles E Jackson, Mr. William B. Stokes, Mr. Joseph
Tolliver, Herman G. Walker, Jr.Esq., and Dr. Joshua 1. Wright A vote was taken and all
of the above were approved for Charter Membership.


•
Thesauristes Report: Archon Thomas reported that he had written several big checks to
the Foundation and a deposit for the Christmas Party. Our current balance is $4655.30.
Sire Archon Chapman reported that the reception that was held for our recently deceased
Archon, Wally Porter, cost $50000; the expenditure having been approved by the
Executive Committee.


Agogos Report: Archon Malone announced that Archons Thigpen and Thomas are hosts
for October and Archons Tuck and Wayman are hosts for November. There are no hosts
for December due to the Christmas party. Archon Malone also reminded everyone that
Archon Gene Moore is looking for each Archon's biographical sketch. He said if you
haven't sent one in yet, please do so. This project has been ongoing for some time and it
should be completed. A book containing these sketches is exactly what Don Odom spoke
about and is what he needs for his "speakers bureau".


Grapters Report: Archon McCord indicated that the last time he and Archon Wayman
spoke, they talked about the articles he is putting together on Archons Tuck, Porter, Jones
and Hood. They are working on completing them and sending them in


COMMITTEE REPORTS:


•
Social Action: Archon Houston reported that he and Archon White are going to relook
and review our Social Action efforts to see where we are and where we need to go and
hope that by the Retreat they will be able to present the plan so that we can move
forward In the interim, the only thing they plan to continue is the speakers bureau for the







presentations at the school. The San Diego City Schools will be hosting its annual
partners in education celebration and tribute at Sea World on October 11th Anyone who
would like to attend the event should contact Archon Houston. Anyone desiring to
participate on the Social Action Committee and be a part of the planning efforts should
contact Archon Houston.


Social: Archon Hatcher reported that the planning is being conducted for the Christmas
activity, which will be held on December 22nd at the Hyatt Regency Hotel (by the bay).
The entertainment is again Barbara Jamison and her band. The tickets are $80.00 per
person and it is requested that the money be turned in no later that December 1st. The
costs negotiated for self-parking at the hotel is $5.00 and Valet parking is $8.00. Menus
have not been determined as yet. The dress is forrrial attire. Rooms are available for
$145.00 plus tax. Candidates who are being considered for membership (including their
wife or significant other) should be invited to this activity. There was considerable
discussion about who is responsible to pay for these guests. It was decided that the
sponsor is expected to pay for these guests and it is acceptable if other Archons wish to
assist by being a co-sponsor. The matter was referred to the Membership Committee to
consider recommending a policy on this subject. Archons may also invite other guests to
this activity.


Membership: Archon Wynn reported out the names of the five Candidates who are
being considered for membership. He requested that the sponsoring Archon give a brief
presentation about their Candidate. These Candidates will be voted on at the October
meeting. Those who have been accepted will attend the orientation program at the
November meeting. They will be invited to the December Christmas activity and
formally inducted in February. The fees have not yet been determined


2003 Regional Boule': Archon Countryman reported that there will be a promotional
booth at this year's Regional Boule' that will have a picture of the hotel, hotel brochures,
golf course flyers and information about coming to San Diego. A volunteer from San
Diego will man the booth. The hotel for the 2003 Regional is the Coronado Marriott,
which was formally known as the Meridian Hotel. It is hoped that there will be seed
money from this year's Regional to assist us. If there is none, there will have to be a local
assessment. A budget will be presented to the Sire Archon prior to the next Executive
Committee meeting.


Unfinished Business: None


New Business: None


Announcements:


Archon Steppe spoke about the reasons why we as Boule' members should contribute to
the Urban League. It is an organization that offers a variety of services and programs to
the San Diego community and African American professionals should contribute to these
successful efforts.







• Archon Carey distributed the invitations to the Neighborhood House Association Gala,
which will be held on Friday, October 12that the Loews Coronado Bay Resort. He
echoed what Archon Steppe had said in that we as African Americans must support our
own organizations or those organizations that contribute greatly to the needs of African
Americans within our community.


Archon McNeely announced that he has succeeded Rev. George Smith as the Chair of the
UNCF in San Diego. The United Negro College Fund annual dinner is on October lOth.
He also mentioned that they are trying to move to the next level. They want to have an
affiliation initiative between the 39 UNCF schools and local universities on the West
Coast so that there can be an exchange pr9gram. They want local corporations to know
that they are contributing to the educational efforts of students who will eventually return
from the southern schools and will be a benefit to their corporation's success.


There was a brief discussion concerning the Boule' showing its appreciation to the
Neighborhood House for our use of not only the facility but for other services that we
also receive from them. This subject will be discussed at the Executive Committee
meeting.


•
Sire Archon Chapman requested that all Archons position themselves according to the
ritual for an Omega Service. He then conducted the Service in recognition of our recently
departed Archon, Wally Porter


The meeting was adjourned at 950PM.


Respectfully submitted,


Howard Carey, Ph.D
Grammateus


Recorded by Ray Smith
Co-Gramrnateus


•







Minutes of
Alpha Pi Boule'


September 13, 2001


The meeting was held at the Neighborhood House Association, 5660 Copley Drive, San
Diego, CA 92111. Itwas hosted by Archons Julius Smith and Cecil Steppe. A circle was
formed and Archon Steppe led us in prayer not only in blessing the meal but also for all
the victims of the recent terrorist attacks on Tuesday, September 11th


PRESENT: Sire Archon Bill Chapman, Archons Jess Bass, Howard Carey, Robert
Countryman, Robert Covington, Victor Crawford, Rufus DeWitt, Robert Gillespie, Jim
Hatcher, John Houston, Joseph Kinard, Joe Littlejohn, G. Dwight Malone, Marion
McCord, Robert McNeely, Hartwell Ragsdale, Laserik Saunders, Nobel Shade, Julius
Smith, Raymond Smith, Cecil Steppe, Ted Thomas, Leon Williams and David Wynn.


PROGRAM: Archon Julius Smith introduced Mr. Donald Odom, our speaker for the
program. Don is involved with a community program called ''Pro Kids" - Golf Program
For Kids. The Program began in 1994 and was initially designed to get the minority and
underprivileged kids off the streets and teach them how to play golf It had tremendous
success from the beginning. It is located at Kalina Park on 52nd and University Ave. The
rules and ethics of golf are very similar to the values that contribute to success in life
some of which are Integrity, Honesty, Camaraderie, to name a few. The schools in the
area have supported Pro Kids by allowing it to be a part of their physical education
program. All students enrolled must learn the rules and ethics of golf This year, there are
over 50,000 encounters with kids in the Program. Itwas recognized that the Program
must be expanded beyond golf into teaching them life skills, to be dreamers and to think
about other aspects oflife, to want to go to college, to consider a vocation, etc. As a
result, the Program is now called Pro Kids Golf Academy and Learning Center. It is
designed so that kids in and around the City Heights area can have the same dreams in
life as the kids in Rancho Bernado, La Jolla, etc. A new $1.7 million clubhouse was just
completed. Itwas constructed by the workers in the Building Industry of America. About
$300,000 - $400,000 was raised by the Program and the remainder was donated thru
workmanship, materials, etc by the Building Industry of America. The annual budget is
1.1 million dollars with the money donated by individuals and corporations. There is
currently a staff of 13 people. The 1st floor of the new building involves the golf program
and other community activities. The 2nd floor is what they call the ''Dream Center" which
is where the kids are taught life skills. They are taught such things as how to balance a
checkbook, prepare a resume, conduct a job search, etc. They have alliances with
companies who will send their staff members in to teach the kids about the jobs and
positions within their companies and what it takes for one to qualify for them. Most kids
are familiar with Target Stores but all they know is what the sales clerks do. They will be
informed about accounting, inventory management, etc. Don stated that there is a need
for African American males to come in and talk to the kids about their jobs, positions,
professions and life skills and experiences. They are setting up a speakers bureau and this
is a role in which he knows members of the Boule' can participate.







Agogos Report: Archon Malone announced that Archons Thigpen and Thomas are hosts
for October and Archons Tuck and Wayman are hosts for November. There are no hosts
for December due to the Christmas party. Archon Malone also reminded everyone that
Archon Gene Moore is looking for each Archon's biographical sketch. He said if you
haven't sent one in yet, please do so. This project has been ongoing for some time and it
should be completed. A book containing these sketches is exactly what Don adorn spoke
about and is what he needs for his "speakers bureau".


Sire Archon Chapman called the meeting to order at 8:30PM and proceeded with the
formal opening ceremony. He thanked Archons Julius Smith and Cecil Steppe for the
excellent program, hospitality and meal.


OFFICERS REPORTS:


Grammateus Report: The minutes from the last meeting were approved. Archon Carey
discussed the information he had received concerning the resubmission for the
establishment of a new Subordinate Boule' in Anchorage, Alaska. Initially there were an
insufficient number of Candidates for Membership, however several more Candidates
were found. A vote was taken and approval was given for the establishment the new
Subordinate Boule'. The following named Candidates for Charter Membership in the new
Subordinate were: Dr. William S. Browner, Mr. Bernard W. Gatewood, Johnny O.
Gibbons, Esq., Mr. Joe L. Hayes,Mr. Roy L. Henderson, Dr. Vernon C. Hill, Lloyd M.
Jones, Esq., Mr. Mark A Major, Dr. William H. McCray Jr., Rev. Wilbert L. Mickens,
Rev. Alonzo B. Patterson, Mr. Charles E. Jackson, Mr. William B. Stokes, Mr. Joseph
Tolliver, Herman G. Walker, Jr.,Esq., and Dr. Joshua 1.Wright. A vote was taken and all
of the above were approved for Charter Membership.


Thesauristes Report: Archon Thomas reported that he had written several big checks to
the Foundation and a deposit for the Christmas Party. Our current balance is $4655.30.
Sire Archon Chapman reported that the reception that was held for our recently deceased
Archon, Wally Porter, cost $500.00; the expenditure having been approved by the
Executive Committee.


Social Action: Archon Houston reported that he and Archon White are going to relook
and review our Social Action efforts to see where we are and where we need to go and
hope that by the Retreat they will be able to present the plan so that we can move
forward. In the interim, the only thing they plan to continue is the speakers bureau for the


Grapters Report: Archon McCord indicated that the last time he and Archon Wayman
spoke, they talked about the articles he is putting together on Archons Tuck, Porter, Jones
and Hood. They are working on completing them and sending them in.


COMMITTEE REPORTS:







Social: Archon Hatcher reported that the planning is being conducted for the Christmas
activity, which will be held on December 22nd at the Hyatt Regency Hotel (by the bay).
The entertainment is again Barbara Jamison and her band. The tickets are $80.00 per
person and it is requested that the money be turned in no later that December 1st. The
costs negotiated for self-parking at the hotel is $5.00 and Valet parking is $8.00. Menus
have not been determined as yet. The dress is formal attire. Rooms are available for
$145.00 plus tax. Candidates who are being considered for membership (including their
wife or significant other) should be invited to this activity. There was considerable
discussion about who is responsible to pay for these guests. It was decided that the
sponsor is expected to pay for these guests and it is acceptable if other Archons wish to
assist by being a co-sponsor. The matter was referred to the Membership Committee to
consider recommending a policy on this subject. Archons may also invite other guests to
this activity.


presentations at the school. The San Diego City Schools will be hosting its annual
partners in education celebration and tribute at Sea World on October 11th Anyone who
would like to attend the event should contact Archon Houston. Anyone desiring to
participate on the Social Action Committee and be a part of the planning efforts should
contact Archon Houston.


Membership: Archon Wynn reported out the names of the five Candidates who are
being considered for membership. He requested that the sponsoring Archon give a brief
presentation about their Candidate. These Candidates will be voted on at the October
meeting. Those who have been accepted will attend the orientation program at the
November meeting. They will be invited to the December Christmas activity and
formally inducted in February. The fees have not yet been determined


2003 Regional Boule': Archon Countryman reported that there will be a promotional
booth at this year's Regional Boule' that will have a picture of the hotel, hotel brochures,
golf course flyers and information about coming to San Diego. A volunteer from San
Diego will man the booth. The hotel for the 2003 Regional is the Coronado Marriott,
which was formally known as the Meridian Hotel. It is hoped that there will be seed
money from this year's Regional to assist us. If there is none, there will have to be a local
assessment. A budget will be presented to the Sire Archon prior to the next Executive
Committee meeting.


Unfinished Business: None


New Business: None


Announcements:


Archon Steppe spoke about the reasons why we as Boule' members should contribute to
the Urban League. It is an organization that offers a variety of services and programs to
the San Diego community and African American professionals should contribute to these
successful efforts.







Recorded by: Ray Smith
Co-Grammateus


Archon Carey distributed the invitations to the Neighborhood House Association Gala,
which will be held on Friday, October 12th at the Loews Coronado Bay Resort. He
echoed what Archon Steppe had said in that we as African Americans must support our
own organizations or those organizations that contribute greatly to the needs of African
Americans within our community.


Archon McNeely announced that he has succeeded Rev. George Smith as the Chair of the
UNCF in San Diego. The United Negro College Fund annual dinner is on October io".
He also mentioned that they are trying to move to the next level. They want to have an
affiliation initiative between the 39 UNCF schools and local universities on the West
Coast so that there can be an exchange program. They want local corporations to know
that they are contributing to the educational efforts of students who will eventually return
from the southern schools and will be a benefit to their corporation's success.


There was a brief discussion concerning the Boule' showing its appreciation to the
Neighborhood House for our use of not only the facility but for other services that we
also receive from them. This subject will be discussed at the Executive Committee
meeting.


Sire Archon Chapman requested that all Archons position themselves according to the
ritual for an Omega Service. He then conducted the Service in recognition of our recently
departed Archon, Wally Porter.


The meeting was adjourned at 950PM.


Respectfully submitted,


Howard Carey, Ph.D
Grammateus







ALPHA PI BOULE
Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity


June 14, 2001


General Business Meeting
Agenda


I. Minutes


II. Officer's Reports
a. Grammateus (Archon Carey)
b. Thesauristes (Archon Thomas)
c. Agogos (Archon Malone)
d. Grapters (Archons Waymon/ McCord)
e. Rhetoricos (Archon Moore)


III. Committee Reports
a. Social Action (Archon Steppe)
b. Social (Archon Hatcher)
c. Membership (Archon Wynn)
d. 2003 Regional Boule (Archon Countryman)
e. Regional Representative (Archon Clemons)


IV. Unfinished Business


V. New Business


VI. Announcements


VII. Adjournment







September 13, 2001


ALPHA PI BOULE
Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity


General Business Meeting
Agenda


I. Minutes


II. Officer's Reports
a. Grammateus (Archon Carey)
b. Thesauristes (Archon Thomas)
c. Agogos (Archon Malone)
d. Grapters (Archons Waymon!McCord)
e. Rhetoricos (Archon Moore)


III. Committee Reports
a. Social Action (Archons Houston! White)
b. Social (Archon Hatcher)
c. Membership (ArchonWynn)
d. 2003 Regional Boule (Archon Countryman)
e. Regional Representative (Archon Clemons)


IV. UnfinishedBusiness


V. New Business


VI. Announcements


VII. Adjournment







ALPHA PI BOULE
Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity


October 11,2001


General Business Meeting
Agenda


I. Minutes


II. Officer's Reports
a. Grammateus (Archon Carey)
b. Thesauristes (Archon Thomas)
c. Agogos (Archon Malone)
d. Grapters (Archons Waymon! McCord)
e. Rhetoricos (Archon Moore)


III. Committee Reports
a. Social Action (Archons Houston! White)
b. Social (Archon Hatcher)
c. Membership (Archon Wynn)
d. 2003 Regional Boule (Archon Countryman)
e. Regional Representative (Archon Clemons)


IV. UnfinishedBusiness.


V. New Business


VI. Announcements


VII. A~ournment
c
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Africana Center
for Cultural Literacy and Research


Co-Directors
Dr. JoAnne Cornwell


Dr. Norman Chambers


MISSION STATEMENT


The Africana Center for Cultural Literacy and Research will provide the SDSU community


with opportunities to explore the many positive implications of Africana cultures I for teaching, research,


and service. The Center will provide effective models for institutionalizing culturally enhanced teaching


and learning, research and professional activities and service through a range of independent and


collaborative projects that span academic disciplines and involve SDSU faculty and students with the San


Diego community.


CENTER GOALS (Abridged)


Goal #1 To create culturally enhanced teaching opportunities for SDSU faculty


Goal #2 To create research and professional development opportunities with an Africana
cultural focus


Goal #3 To create opportunities for professional and community service that focus on
Africana cultural groups


Goal #4 Link effective development strategies with all appropriate Center programs


Goal #5 Create effective vehicles for information sharing and outreach


1Africana cultures include those from Africa and the African Diaspora, principally from the US, the
Caribbean, Central and South America.
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Africana Center


Projects:
I. Student involvement


• Online Booklet


2. African American Alumni Chapter
• SDSU Magazine
• EOP Reunion
• JulyGALA


3. Africa 2000 Summit (October 13-14)
• Ali Mazrui


4. Catfish Club at SDSU (April 7)
• Hoover / African Students / etc.


5. Teacher Education Collaboration
• Cultural Studies "education minors"


6. African Literature Association
• Headquarters
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MINUTES OF
ALPHA PI BOULE'


SEPTEMBER 9, 1999


The meeting was held at Neighborhood House Association 5660 Copley Drive, San
Diego, California 92111. The hosts for the meeting were Archons Howard H.Carey and
Richard Butcher.


PRESENT: Archons Bruce Mayberry, Cecil Steppe, James Hatcher, Hackley
Woodford, Leon Wiliams, Harold Tuck, David Wynn, Walter Porter, Richard Butcher,
Gene Moore, John Houston, Robert McNeely, Joe Outlaw, Victor Crawford, Carrol
Waymond, Leon Kelley; Marion McCord, Noman Chambers, Rufus DeWitt, Dwight
Malone, Robert Gilliespie, Graham Lynch, William Chapman, and Howard Carey.


After a delightful social hour and just prior to the serving of the meal, Sir Archon John
Houston introduced Archon Bruce Mayberry who recently transferred to San Diego from
the Jacksonville Boule', Alpha Zeta Boule'. Archon Mayberry introduced himself and
gave a brief biographical sketch of him. Subsequently each Archon introduced themselves
to Archon Mayberry. He was roundly welcomed to Alpa Pi. Archon Rufus DeWitt gave
the invocation for the evening after which a very delicious and tasty meal was served.


- Following the meal Archon Carey introduced Archon Richard Butcher who was to
present the program for the evening. The program for the evening was a presentation
regarding Prostate Cancer which was led by Archon Richard Butcher along with
Angelique Benjamin who is an outreach cancer education worker for the project that
Archon Butcher is working on with the Scripps Stevens Cancer Center. Archon Butcher
gave a very comprehensive overview of prostate cancer, its history and the whole matter
of the implications of this for African-American men in particular. He presented
diagrams and highlights of the biological aspects of po state cancer and indicated the
functions of the prostate glands as well as the symptoms and enlargement of the glands
and possible treatment strategies. With regard to the issue of prostate cancer in African-
American men it was pointed out that African-American men's mortality rate is twice
that of whites who contract the disease. The chances of an African-American male
contracting prostate cancer is 73% greater than it is for Caucasians, Itwas evident then
that prostate cancer is a disease that African-American males, in particular should be very
concerned about and should avail themselves to appropriate tests on a regular basis. He
indicated that exams for males over forty should be held at least annually. There are
several issues that relate to prostate cancer and the causes of it, if you will, which include
relatives who have had prostate cancer increase, in age, high fat diet, alcohol
consumption, etc. During the whole presentation, it was repeatedly stressed that the need
for African-American males in particular to get exams on a regular basis in order to have
early detection in the event that cancer exists is critical.


----------------~- ----~-
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Following the presentation there was an extensive question and answer period where
many relevant questions were raised. Angelique Benjamin the outreach coordinator
followed Dr. Butcher and mentioned that she is interested in making presentations to
groups of African-American males and she outlined the fact that a clinic is held
periodically in areas with high concentration of African-American males. She urged
member of the Boule' who are members of other organizations to seek out this
educational process in order that African-American males can avail themselves to this
information.


Following the program for the evening the business meeting was opened at 9:24 pm. Sire
Archon Houston indicted that due to the lateness of the hour he would attempt to move
the agenda forward in an expeditious manner. As an item of interest it was pointed out
Archousae Vickie Butcher who made a presentation to the Boule' some months ago
regarding a water project in Africia received recognition in Geneva Switzerland for her
work in this arena. Sire Archon Houston thanked the hosts for the evening and
mentioned that several Archons had lost relatives during the summer including Archon
Herb Martin who lost his mother; Archon Saunders lost his brother, and Archon Dwight
Malone lost his father. Archon Houston further urged all members to return the cards
indicating their intentions of attending the meetings as it is important for those who are
planning the meetings to get an accurate count for the evening.


Archon Carey mentioned that there were two pieces of correspondence received since the
last meeting both of which were included in the mailing. One was the addition to the
constitution and by-laws for inclusion in the booklet and the other was a letter from
Archon Calvin Presley which was also included in the mail out. It was then moved,
seconded and carried to approve the minutes of the June 1999 meeting. Archon Tuck the
Agogos pointed out that that the next meeting would be hosted by Archons Chapman and
Charles and he indicated that he had copies of the latest roster for any member who .
needed one. The next meeting in November will be hosted by Archons Clemmons and
Countryman. In the absence of the Thesauristes, Archon Carey reported that Archon
Sadler had given him the report showing a beginning balance as of7/1/99 of$10,989.67
and an ending adjusted balance as of 9/4/99 $10,203.13. The Grapter Archon Dwight
Malone urged each Archon to submit their resumes to him as soon as possible. Sire
Archon Houston followed his remarks by stressing the importance of having resumes
turned in to the Grapter in the event that news items occur with regard to particular
Archons. Having a resume avaliable will expedite the preparation of material with regard
to a particular Archon. He also thanked the Co-Grapters for the three articles that they
have submitted for publication.







Howard H. Carey, Ph,D.
Grammateus


Alpha Pi Boule'
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Sire Archon Houston then stated that the delegates for the Regional convention in Maui
should be selected this evening. The following persons were selected as delegates:
Archons Kelley, Butcher, Clemons and Woodford. The other Archons attending will
be official alternates.


~-


Archon David Wynn chairman of the Membership Committee presented a detailed report
which had been submitted to the Executive Committee and approved by that body. The
report which is enclosed gave an in-depth procedure and criteria for the selection of new
nominees to the Boule'. After extensive discussion, it was moved, seconded and carried
to approve the report. Archon Cecil Steppe, the new chairman of the Social Action
Committee, presented a very detailed report which is enclosed. Sire Archon Houston
mentioned that Archon John Delotch had been chair of this committee for a number of
years and had performed admirably in this position but had asked to step down at this
point in time. Archon Steppe graciously accepted the position of chair and his report is
enclosed. Archon Moore supplemented the report as a member of the Community
Services Subcommittee in which he indicated that the Community Service Subcommittee
will continue the programs already started, such as the Links, the Oak Park Project, etc.
It was stressed that what we are doing is not to compete with but to collaborate with other
organizations and avoid duplication.


James Hatcher, Chairman of the Social Action Committee again mentioned the Gold
Coast Classic and the associated Tailgate party which will be held on November 13,
1999. Archon Kelley was accepting checks during the evening for tickets for that event.
Tickets are $35 each and everyone was encouraged to submit their checks no later than
September 30,1999. Archon Hatcher also mentioned that the Christmas party would be
held December 3, 1999 at the Mission Valley Hilton.


It was announced by Archon Houston that the Neighborhood House Association annual
gala will be held October 29, 1999 that the Boule' should support this endeavor with at
least a table or more. Archon Carey pointed out that Archon Leon Williams is Chair of
the gala committee and Archon Williams encouraged all Archons to participate.


There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 10:25 pm.
Respectfully Submitted,
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ALPHA PI BOULE'
SIGMA PI PHI FRATERNITY


MONTHLY BANK ACTIVITY REPORT


BEGINNING BANK BALANCE 07/01/99 $10,898.67


DEPOSITS:
None 0.00


Subtotal 0.00


TOTAL OF DEPOSITS $10,898.67


PAYMENTS:
James Hatcher (Picnic Expenses) 139.44
La Salsa (Picnic Catering) 450.00


Subtotal -589.44


ENDING BANK BALANCE 07/30/99 $10,309.23


OBLIGATIONS/OUTSTANDING CHECKS:
Norm & Don Trophy (Plaque - C. Steppe) 43.10
Howard H. Carey (Postage - Grammateus) 63.00


Subtotal -106.10


ADDITIONAL DEPOSITS:
None 0.00


Subtotal 0.00


ADJUSTED BALANCE $10,203.13


Larry Sadler
Thesauristes


L- ~_
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To: Social Action Committee, Archon Delotch Chair


Fm.: Development Committee, Archon Steppe Chair


Subject: Development Committees recommended Mission
Statement/goals and programs for 1999-2000


Inresponse to Sire Arcohn Houstons instruction that the development committee meet prior to
the July 13th meeting of the Social Action committees to develop our mission statement, to
review our current programs for inclusion and to propose a first year program for the committee
to review and discuss.


The Development committee has had two meetings utilizing the skills of Archon Tucks to guide
us through the development of proposed Mission, Goals and program development for the year.
We were guided through a visioning exercise to reach our goal. The process consisted of
developing cluster words to answer the question In the year 2001, what words (s) come to mind
when asked about the work of the Boule' itmust be:


*community oriented
*Community active
*He1ping African-American youth advance their jobs
*Active membership
*Engage/Proactive in enhancing community
*Educate/mentoring--Mobilizing resources
*Like minds--modeling behavior
*Give back to community and those less fortunate
*Influence policy and decision makers
*Act as Elders!


We are recommending the following as the development Committees Mission Statement:


the mission of the development committee is to collaborate with other community resources
to improve the quality of life ofthe undeserved community .....


The committee decided to draft guiding principles to structure how decisions and
recommendations would be made. The following are the Guidinll Principles.


1.Demonstrated need exist
2. Liaison with other organizations
3. Sub-Boule' consensus on activity
4. Is the impact broad in scope or does it provide specific community impact?
5. Collaborate and not compete
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6. Do not exceed resources--Be effective
7. Be active in our commitments not just our checkbook "walk the talk"
8. Support organizations with similar ideals.
9. Follow through
10. "Watch the credits"
II. Synergistic efforts.


The committee reviewed the draft goals and did a Mapping Exercise to align the goals with the
guiding principles leading to the following recommended goals for the Development Committee:


I.To lift the aspirations of our youth to its highest potential
2. Provide an educational/vocational safety net.
3. Leveraging resources of the community to best serve youth
4. Identifying problems and putting together people and with resources to solve them.
5. Identifying the assets in the community that provides programs aimed at improving the


Community


Our next step was to review current programs and the recommendations made by fellow Archons.


Current Programs:


Links Achievers! Alpha Pi Scholarship


Oak Park Elementary Turn Around Program (TAP)


National Black Chemist/Chemical Engineers Educational Partnership


Educating Jalani and Jarneli
"This is a program proposal approved by the Bou1e' presented by Archon's Moore/Porter to do a
video taping of the Bou1e members addressing their personal careers, educational attainment and
their individual formulas for success. The video wou1d be available to a variety of institutions for
use for career guidance and motivation for African-American studentA
These programs are under the auspecies of the Community Service S~port/Liaison Committee
and require full participation by the entire Subordinate/Bolue'


The Development Committee received four programs for consideration.(see attached description
of each)


We are recommending that the Social Action Committee invest in the development of the
SIGNATIJRE PROJECT As proposed by Sire Archon Houston. Ifapproved by the Social Action
Committee Sire Archon Houston will prepare a two page or less summary of the program for
further review.
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SAT PROGRAM. Archon Chapman recommends that we engage a competent instructor to make
available a 6 week study course to assist African-American students improve their scores and
better compete for scholarships and acceptance to college.


The chairs of the Finance/fund raising and the Mapping/Assessment sub-committee are part of
the Development Committee and participated in the development ofthe outcomes shown above.
Archon Jones chair ofthe Mapping/Assessment committee held a meeting on July 8th and has
begun the process of developing a short questionnaire aimed at African-American organization to
see what programs are currently in operation that we could potentially collaborate with. A full
report will come to the Development Committee for analysis and recommendations on next steps.


Archon Outlaws FinancelFundraising committee has convened and is prepared to move forward
once it is decided are our financial needs for program implementation.


In a short period of time we have moved forward with great enthausium knowing that our
children are in desperate need of an infusion of programs and capable individuals willing to give
of themselves both in time and financial resources to give them a fighting chance to be successful/.
We are hopeful that our efforts meet your approval and await further instructions


Respectfully submitted


~A/.~
Archon Cecil H. Steppe
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signature project


Develop a literacy army that would include other Greek Letter Organizations,


churches, professional groups, high school and college students, retired educators,


engineers and business people. Basic theory is that if a child is not reading by the


3rd grade, is not read to and has no one to discuss with him or her, only one in


fifteen will read at grade level in high school.


The best opportunity to influence our African-American children is to develop


programs that will facilitate increased reading time and opportunities, outside of


school.


SAT Program


The SAT exam is one of the most important exams that a college bound student will


take. Intoday's highly competitive society scoring high opens doors to prestigious


universities and increases financial aid and scholarship possibilities.


Proposal: Hire a proven instructor for a 6-week course. Secure the names of


students from school counselors. They could be selected on the basis of having a


high GPA a low PSAT score. A boule" member could be assigned to each student


as a mentor
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Educating Jalani and Jamelia


The Alpha Pi Boule' is loaded with talented and educated African Americans who


have succeeded in varying degrees in a society where color is a plus or an obstacle.


How they succeed is of great value to young African-American boys and girls who


are now faced with problems associated with being black.


It is proposed that video tapes be produced showing the Boule' members presenting


to the viewers with a portrait of their life, schooling and formula for success.


The video's would be copyrighted, duplicated and made available to schools,


institutions, religious institutions and agencies for career day use.


The men of the village


Under the umbrella of Alpha Pin Boule's foundation our organization may provide


an efficient/economically feasible method of providing hands-on assistance in


enhancing/enriching the educational, economic and cultural development of


African-American youth and the African-American community.


This program would provide a support system to established community service


organizations, sharing our ideas, by supplementing their maundering and policy


development resources and potentially providing financial or in-kind support for


their programs.







areas in which they
need extra work.
Ed Lopez, outreach


coordiriator for CRE-
ATE, said-the pro-
gram is beneficial
because-it targets the
.students who need
the most help; and
because "it is quite
extensive and gives
feedback to individual
students by helping
them diagnose their
problem areas."
Scores from practice
exanlinationsduring
the three-week .
course, which ended
this month, showed


student gains of between 10 and 220 pointsfrom
their initial test. Tierney said the average gain for all
students this year was almost 80_points. Private pro-
grams say their gains are 100 to 150 points.
The effectiveness of such programs is debatable. A


study commissioned by the College Board conclud-
ed that students who pay for private preparation
courses showed minimal improvements: On average,
students increased verbal scores by eight points and
math scores by 18 points. Kaplan and Princeton
Review representatives have assailed the study.


Undeterred by the College Board study, and
buoyed by their scores through Tierney's program,
many students said they would spend the rest of the
summer juggling sunblock lotion with flashcards .


Meanwhile, the federal Department of
Education's Office for Civil Rights is warning univer-
sities about relying "too heavily on SAT scores
because-it can make them vulnerable to civil rights
lawsuits. The SAT has come under attack by those .
who contend that it has a racial and sexual bias.
Studies show that whites score on average 100


points higher on the verbal and math parts than
blacks and outperform
Latinos as weU, but by
less. But some say the
flaw is not in the test but
jn the educational prepara-
tion provided these stu-
dents, and that this should
be corrected.
Despite the philosophi-


cal debate, the students in
Visconti's class are playing
it safe by working to
"improve their scores.


Quynh Nguyen. 17. post-
ed a 1210 on his best SAT
practice exam and said he
would spend the summer .
working his way up to a
1300. His weak spots: alge-
bra and word math prob-
lems. He said he would
take a math class at Mesa
College this summer,
He likes the structure of the class, because "doing


it by myself would be hard."
Betty Chau, 15, said she felt more prepared for the


test after taking the class. ,
"'We know more about what is·expected, and 1


learned more vocabulary words and how to make
bridges between analogies," she said before she and
her classmates trotted off into the summer armed


Crammina-t-.:,·wHi",,' ..
. he students in
Larry .
Visconti's class
at Crawford


High in San Diego
pored over rows of
mathematical and
vocabulary questions,
bubble-form challenges
on the path to the col-
lege of their choice.
A bright day was "


beckoning, but these
students hunkered
down in a windowless
classroom going over
algebraic equations.
and word lists, intent
on raising their scores
on the Scholastic Assessment Test, one of the Indica-
tors used by colleges to determine the entering-
freshman class.
The sAT tests students in math and language arts,


with each section worth ·800 points for a possible
perfect score of 1600.


"I've been skipping football to come here," said
Travis Maricich. 17.,who plays offensive line on-the
Crawford football team and wants to log a score
somewhere above 1000. This summer, he said, "111
probably .get In a study group with friends to go over
flashcards and other things." "


The three-week course is not through a private
company such as The Princeton Review or Kaplan,
which can charge between $700 and $800 for about


•


ours of test preparation.
is preparation program is home-grown, created


three years ago by
Jack Tierney, assess-


~~~;~'~"'j{~~, :: ~:. ". t~~ment coordinator with
..!.~t:~IPlJ!';;::',. ,;·'i the co~ly Officeof
~9 .,Y;~.ar!-~hJe_ .9.!~d Education. It has been
~P;fQi~ .' rta :ii:'.:~1 used, by about 5,000


...l :.{.~J students in San Diego
. ·;;":1 County and in other
~i'l parts of the state.


§i)j:,'l Tierney's idea was to
;:!;·:M1 reach "students who do
·~$~1not have the resources
.~-11 to pay for a private
~ ~ SAT preparation


course, with the
instruction geared to
help students who may
not have taken geome-
try or other courses
covered by the SAi:
The entire course is
budgeted at $4.481.75.
with two teachers
going over 60 hours of
work with about 25 stu-
dents. The cost has
typically been paid by"
individual schools or
districts.


Some Schools, such
as Vista High, now
offer the course. as part
of the regular curricu-
lum; others such as
Escondido High
School, as an elective.
Usually, it costs the
students nothing or a


or co e~e


Improve your won! power. Larry Visconti went
over ways to build vocabulary with students in
the SAT preparation class.


around the state have started programs based on
Tierney's curriculum. "


Now an influx of funds from the state is making
this program - and other SAT preparation courses
_ available to even more students. About $10 million
will be dlstrlbuted over the' next five years to schools
and districts that agree to pay one-third of the cost.
Tn the Sail Diego Unified School District, a 'part of


the pr:ogram's cost is paid through the Center for
Research in Educational Equity, Assessment &
Teaching Excellence, a research group based at the
University of California San Diego. ""
Tierney's program takes an approach similar to


that of the private programs. Students take three
practice tests, former SATs that were approved for'
use because the endeavor is nonprofit Students
receive eraobs that break down their scores into see-


Buoyed by thE
scores throug
a heme-grown
program, mar,
students say ;
wjll spend thE
rest of the
summer juggl
. sunblock loti(
with flashcan







ALpHA pI BUULE
Finance Fundraising Sub-Committee


To provide fundraising acnvrnes and acquire financial support from
corporations and grants to create financial support for Boule programs.


F1JNDRAISfr~G will include but not limited to:


* * Golf Tournament
* Plays
* Dances
* Tea, etc.


A-
* Corporation Support


* Banks (eRA)
* Fortune 500 Companies, etc.
* Business Underwrite Programs & Activities


* Grants
* l-lFL
* IAFP
* Financial Investment Companies (American Express)
* National Grants


* Endowments/Gifts
* From Member' s Estates
* Beneficiaries on Insurance Policies
* Foundation


Boule Members will be appointed to be in charge of fundraising events so
that we can generate funds.
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• ALPHA PI BOULE'


MEMBERSffiP COUNCIL REPORT


REFERENCE: Recommendations to Establish Guidelines and Principles
For Selection and Participation of New Members


I. Sponsors are to be more accountable and responsible for the candidates they
present for membership. The Nomination for Membership form should be typed and
presented as if;t were for a job resume, it must reflect specific comments required as
stated in the Grand Boule's Constitution and By Laws, Article XXX - Admission of New
Members. The Membership Council is charged with reviewing such factors as character,
worthiness, standing in the community, civic responsibility, and potential for positive
contributions to the Fraternity.


2. Sponsors must continue their responsibility as a mentor after the neophyte Archon
is inducted. This responsibility should include, but not be limited to, encouragement of
the new Archon to attend meetings, serve on committees and participate in the Boule's
programs and activities. The sponsoring archon shall serve as a resource on the Boule's
history and traditions.


3. The sponsor must be in good standing with the Grand Boule' and Alpha Pi and
has demonstrated active participation in Alpha Pi's meetings, programs and activities.• 4. The candidates names with completed typed forms are due at the January retreat
meeting to be considered for balloting in October the same year, with induction occurring
the following February. Their names can be presented out of the Membership Council
once their eligibility has been determined. This longer observation period will allow the
Archons of Alpha Pi to seize the opportunity to become familiar with and scrutinize the
candidates character. standing in the community and civic responsibility.


5. A minimum time frame of residence in the local community shall be one year.
The candidate should have lived in the area long enough to have established a positi ve
standing in the community and have demonstrated some civic responsibility.


6. Alpha Pi Boule' should strictly adhere to the Grand Boule's policy that any
potential candidate must live in the immediate area and not reside in a location closer to
another subordinate Boule'.


7. The membership committee reviews applications for completeness and
substantiation of sponsor's experiences as to the candidates character and good standing.
Deference shall be afforded the Membership Committee's decision in the event the
Executive Committee entertains a challenge by a sponsor of the committee's decision .


•
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8. The new Archon shall be responsible for a biography written in narrative
summary as a part of the membership process to aid the Grapter in his presentation 10 the
Boule' journal.


9. A new member agenda was discussed for the neophyte Archons along with his
sponsor to be responsible for pertinent items from the history book to be briefly presented
at the monthly Boule' meetings.


10. In reference to COmmentsmade from unknown sources indicating that Alpha Pi is
growing too fast, the Council was not in favor of IImoratorium on membership, but that
we should police ourselves and be mindful of tile selectivity ofpotcntial members.





